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Consider the following situation. Suppose R a CR where R is an r-group 
and C is a cyclic group of order qe; where r and q are distinct primes. Let k 
be a finite field of characteristic p and suppose V is a faithful, irreducible 
k[CR ] module. This situation has been widely studied. When p = q it is 
similar to the situation occurring in the proof of Theorem B of Hall and 
Higman [9]. When p # q it is similar to the situation occurring in the 
corresponding theorem of Shult [ 131. In this paper a generalization of this 
situation is considered. 
Suppose G 4 AG where G is a solvable group, A is nilpotent and 
(IA /, ] G]) = 1. Again we assume V is a faithful, irreducible k[AG] module. 
Two related questions arise in the study of this situation. 
(1) When does A have a regular orbit on the elements of v#? 
(2) When does VI, contain the regular A module? 
In this paper the first question is considered under the additional assumption 
that char k&4 I. The following theorem (8.2) is obtained. 
THEOREM. Suppose G a AG where G is a solvable group, A is nilpotent 
and ([A 1, ICI) = 1. Let V be a faithful, irreducible k[AG] module, k afield 
such that char k j IA I. Then A has a regular orbit on the elements of v# 
unless one of the following occurs. 
(1) A is a 2-group and either 
(a) k = GF(3) or GF(9) and 1 # G is an elementary abelian 5- 
group, 
* This is the author’s Ph.D. thesis written under the drection of T. R. Berger at the 
University of Minnesota. 
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(b) k = GF(5) and 1 # G is an elementary abelian 3-group, 
(c) k is a subfield of GF(rm) where rm = 2” + 1, G = 1 and 
2+‘]expA; 
(2) k = GF(r), r = 2a - 1, a Mersenne prime, O,,(A) acts on V as 
scalar multiplication, 2al exp A, and G is abelian with exp G 1 (r - 1)/2. 
(G = 1 is possible.) 
(3) k is a subfield of GF(2”) where 2” - 1 =p, a Mersenne prime, A 
is a p-group and G = 1. 
In exceptions (1) and (2), A involves 2, N Z,. In exception (3) A involves 
z,-z,. 
This is a “best possible” theorem in the sense that for each of the excep- 
tional situations listed there are examples of A, G, k and V for which A does 
not have a regular orbit on the elements of v#. 
The proof of this theorem is quite complex, involving a series of 
reductions. In Section 2 the case when G is cyclic and V is primitive is 
considered. A complete and explicit list is given of the combinations A, G, k, 
and V for which A does not have “many” regular orbits. This is a slight 
generalization of a result of Berger [ 1,4.2]. In Sections 3 and 4 the necessary 
inductive lemmas are proved. Section 5 contains an assortment of other 
needed lemmas. In Sections 6 and 7 the case when G is extra-special is 
considered. It is proved that in this situation A always has “many” regular 
orbits on the elements of I’# (Theorem 7.6). Finally, in Section 8 we consider 
the “general” primitive case. It is shown that if V is primitive and A does not 
have “many” regular orbits on v#, then G is cyclic (Theorem S.l), so that A, 
G, k, V are one of the exceptional cases of Section 2. Then using the 
inductive lemmas we obtain the above theorem. 
1. REMARKS AND NOTATION 
All groups considered are finite. Let G be a group, k a field and V a k[G] 
module. For n a positive integer, let 
nXV=V@V@**.@V (n copies) 
and 
V(n)= V@ vg **a @ v (n factors). 
(Here the 0’s are over k.) These are naturally G(“) = G X G X ... X G (n 
copies) modules with actions given by 
(gl,g2,.~.,g,)(vl,vz,...,v,)= (g*vl,g2v2,...,gnVn) 
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and 
respectively. The following standard notation is also used. 
(1.1) v#= {vE V]u#O}. 
(1.2) n(G)= {P, a prime Ipl ICI). 
(1.3) G’<G(“) is defined by GA={(g,g,...,g)]gEG}. 
(1.4) S” is the symmetric group on n letters. 
(1.5) X Y Y denotes the central product of the groups X and Y. 
(1.6) By XC. Y is meant that X embeds isomorphically into Y. 
(1.7) i and @ denote the internal and external direct sums, 
respectively. 
2. A PRIMITIVE CASE 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a group, k a field and V an irreducible k[ G] 
module. Suppose that for every subgroup N 4 G, V]LtNI is homogeneous. 
Then V is a quasi-primitive module. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group, p a prime, k = GF(p), and k = GF(p”). 
Suppose V is a faithful, quasi-primitive k[G] module. Then VIkIG, = n x U, 
for some n, where U is a faithful, quasi-primitive k[G] module. 
ProoJ By [ 10, 9.181 we have VI,,,1 = n x U, where U is a faithful, 
irreducible li [G] module. Let N a G. Now VIkINI is homogeneous so 
VI k tNI N s x W, where W is an irreducible k[N] module. Again by [ 10, 9.181, 
WILIN1 = m x u*, where u* is an irreducible k[N] module. Then V[L,,,,~ = 
sm x u*. But VIC[,,,, = n x UILrN1. Hence by the Krull-Schmidt theorem, we 
must have UI, [NI = (sm/n) x U*. Thus, UllilN1 is homogeneous and U is a 
quasi-primitive k [ G] module. 
Hypothesis 2.3. Assume B a AB where B is cyclic, A is nilpotent and 
(IA I, /B ]) = 1. Let k be a finite field, char k =p. Let V be a faithful, quasi- 
primitive k [AB] module. 
The group AB contains a normal cyclic self-centralizing subgroup M > B 
[ 1, 2.31. Let A,, = A n M. We use the following symbols: 
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c-AB is cyclic. 
n-AB is nilpotent. 
n*-AB is nilpotent iff ] B 1 = 1. 
q-a Sylow 2-subgroup of A is quaternion or generalized quaternion. 
,u, &,u is an odd divisor of p - 1, b is a divisor of ,U which is relatively 
prime to IA I. 
reg-the number of regular A orbits on v#. 
other-the length e and number f of non-regular A orbits on F’# is 
denoted by (eF 
t = dim,,,,, V/[A : A,,]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume Hypothesis 2.3. Then A has at least three regular 
orbits on v# unless one of the following occurs. 
P t [A:A,] IAOl IBl w other Notes 
(1) 2 
(2) 2 
(3) 2 
(4) 2 
(5) 3 
(6) 3 
(7) 3 
(8) 3 
(9) 5 
(10) 5 
(11) P 
(12) 
(13) rO”- 1 
(14) 2”- 1 
(15) 2”- 1 
(16) 2O- 1 
(17) 2”- 1 
1 2 
2 2 
1 3 
2 3 
2 2 
1 4 
1 4 
1 4 
1 2 
1 2 
m 1 
m 1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 
9 
16 
16 
8 
8 
8 
4 
pm - 1 
(P” - I)/2 
2”(P - 1 )/P 
2”-‘(P- 1)/P 
2O-yp - 1) 
2”-‘(p - 1) 
2n-yp - I) 
3 1 
5 2 
7 2 
7 2 
5 2 
5 1 
5 2 
5 2 
3 1 
3 2 
1 1 
1,2 2 
b 0 
b 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 
(1) 
(3) 
(1) 
(9) 
(16) 
(16) 
@I2 
(16) 
(8) 
0’ 
0 
W:IIF 
Wd2” 
(l4l)2 
0 
0 
C 
c, (*I 
n,a> 1 
ha>2 
n,a>3 
n, a > 4, 1 
n, 4, a > 2 
(18) 2”.3-1 1 2 2”(P- 1) 1,3 1 @‘,I) n*,a > 1 
(19) 2”.3-1 1 2 2”-l(p - 1) 1,3 2 WI)’ n*, a > 1, (**) 
(20) 2”.5-1 1 2 2”(P- 1) I,5 2 (lAoI) n*,a> 1 
We have used (*), (* *) as described below. (*) ) B I = 2 is possible only if 
(pm - 1)/2 is odd; (**) ifIB = 1, then a > 2. 
Further, k is a subJeld of GF(p’) and VIGF.(g,lABI is irreducible. 
Remark 2.5. (a) Assume k = GF(p). Then the above theorem is just a 
restatement of [ 1,4.2]. (Here corrections have been made to entries in cases 
(2), (14), and (18).) The groups A, B and their action on V are explicitly 
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described in that paper. Let a = [A : A,]. Then V N GF(pa’)+ and AB acts on 
V as a subgroup of 
3’(GF(p4’)/GF(p’)) = F(GF(p=‘)/GF(p’)) GF(p”‘)‘, 
where F = Y(GF(p4’)/GF(p’)) is the Galois group. Let (a) = Y. The group 
B acts as a subgroup of GF(p”‘)’ and the group A contains an element of 
the form ~a, a E GF(p”) ‘. 
(b) A is a split extension of A, = A n GF(P~‘)~ except in cases (8), 
(16), and (17). 
(c) The group AB may be nilpotent only when one of c, II, or n* 
appears in the notes. 
ProoJ Assume that A does not have three regular orbits on V. 
Let k = GF(p). If k =f, the theorem is true by [ 1,4.2]. Now by 
Lemma 2.2, Qlasl = n x U, some n, where U is a faithful, quasi-primitive 
k[AB] module. Thus, the hypotheses of the theorem hold for U, k, AB and so 
the conclusion holds there. Since A does not have three regular orbits on I’, 
it clearly does not have three regular orbits on U< I’. Then U, k, AB must 
be one of the tabulated exceptions listed above. 
Suppose A does not have any regular orbits on U. Then U, f, AB are one 
of the tabulated cases (13) or (14). Hence 
p= 2”- 1, UN GF(p’)+ and AB 4 (a) GF(p’)‘, 
where (a) = .Y(GF(p’)/GF(p)), the Galois group. Also, either O,(A) = 
O,((~)GF(P~)~), h’ h w IC is semidihedral, or O,(A) is the maximal dihedral 
subgroup of the nilpotent group (a) GF(p’)‘. Further AB is nilpotent and 
IBI is odd. Suppose k > f. If 1 < [k: k] is odd, then V]kael = n x U with 
n > 3 (since dimi U= 2). Let i, 2 E U correspond to 1, x E GF(p’), x a 
fourth root of unity. Let u, = (1, X, 0 ,..., 0), u2 = (1, 0, X, 0 ,..., 0) and 
uj = (0, i, 2, 0 ,..., 0) E V. Clearly u,, uz, vj are in different A orbits. Suppose 
auj = ui where a E A C, (u) GF(p’). Then ai = f and ax = X. Since ai = 1, 
a= 1 or,u. But ax=---X#X Hence a= 1. Thus, u,, u2, uj generate three 
regular A orbits. Then k > GF(p*) and so k contains an exp AB root of 1. 
Write AB = (a, a, b I (a) = A,, (b) = B). Every faithful, irreducible k[AB] 
module has representation equivalent to 
for some a, /3, e E k, Ial = Ial, IpI = Ibl and E = -1 if A is semidihedral and 
E = 1 if A is dihedral. In particular, V affords a representation equivalent to 
this one. But then Vj(aj is not homogeneous, a contradiction. Thus, if A has 
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no regular orbits on U, then k = k and V = U is one of cases (13) and (14) 
(with t = 1 and k = GF’(p) = GF(p’)). 
Suppose A has a regular orbit on U. Let u be a generator. Suppose 
VltlAB, = n x U with n > 1. Then (u, 0 ,..., 0), (u, U, 0 ,..., 0), (0, U, 0 ,..., 0) E n X 
U = V generate three regular A orbits on V. Thus, n = 1 and VIWael is 
irreducible. Then the theorem applies to V, k, AB and so the conclusion 
holds there. That is, I’, k, A and B must be one of the tabulated exceptions. 
We must show that k is a subfield of GF(p’). It is sufficient to show that 
[k : k] is a factor of t. As noted in Remark 2.5(a) the structure of V, k, A, B 
is as below. Let a = [A :A,]. Then I’= GF(JP)+ and AB C, F(GF(pta)/ 
GF(p’)) . GF(P’“)~ = .F’GF(JP)~. Let (a) = 5. Now [k : k] dim,V= 
dimsV = tu and so [k : k] is a factor of ta. In the tabulated cases (11) and 
(12) we have a = 1. Then in these cases [k : k] is a factor of t, as desired. In 
all other cases AB is non-abelian. Since V is a faithful module, it follows that 
dim,V# 1. Then in these cases [k : k] # ta. It follows immediately that in 
cases (l)-(3), (5), (9), (10) and (13)-(20) we have [k : k] a factor oft. Left 
to consider are the tabulated cases (4) and (6)-(8). In cases (4), (6) and (7), 
u EA. Now C,(a) = GF(p’), so ]CV(u)l = 1 GF(p’)j =pf. But C,(u) is a k 
space, so we must have k < GF(p’). In case (8) we have I’= GF(34)t and 
A = (ax, x2), where x E GF(34)x has order 16. Straightforward computation 
shows that I C,(ux)l = 3 =pf. Again C,(ux) is a k space and so k = GF(3). 
Thus, in this last case we again get k < GF(p’). This concludes the proof. 
Remark 2.6. It will be very useful later in the paper to have a detailed 
understanding of the exceptions of Theorem 2.4 for which A has no regular 
orbits on v#. So assume Hypothesis 2.3 and that A has no regular orbits on 
I@. Then V, k, A, B must be one of case (13) or (14) of Theorem 2.4. Hence 
k = GF(p), p = 2” - 1, V= GF(p*)+ and A C, F(GF(p*)/GF(p)) - 
GF(P*)~ = (u) GF(P*)~. Let T= 02(GF(p2)x) and C= O,,(GF(p*)‘). 
Since p = 2” - 1, C < GF(p). Now O,(A) is either FT, a semidihedral 
group, or cFT2, its maximal dihedral subgroup. Notice that O,,(A) < Gf’(p) 
and so acts on V as scalar multiplication. Let 1, YE V correspond to 1, 
x E GF(p*), x a fourth root of unity. Then i, X are a basis for V. Notice that 
foraEA,ai=iimpliesu=l oruandu(f)=---X#X. 
We will need some information about the orbit structure of subgroups of A 
also. Let A* = (u) GF(P*)~ and D <A*. Write [A* : D] = 2” (2,f) = 1. 
Notice that if e > 2, D has at least one regular orbit on V N GF(p*)+. Then 
if D does not have a regular orbit, 2e Q 2 and D contains x, a fourth root of 
1. 
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3. THE WREATH PRODUCT AND INDUCED MODULES 
The analysis here is similar to that of [4, $21. 
Let H be a subgroup of G, k a field and U a k[H] module. We wish to 
describe the action of G on I/= UI’. Let T = { yi, y2,..., y,} be a transversal 
for H in G. Then V=y,@U+y,@U+...+y,@U. For gEG, 
gy,H = yjH, some j. Then g( yi @ u) = yj @ yj ‘gyiu. Define a map g -+ g 
from G --t S”, the symmetric group on n letters, by g(i) =j iff gy,H = yjH, or 
equivalently, iff y,:‘gyi E H. It can easily be verified that this is a 
homomorphism. Define a map from G -+ H(“) = {(hi, h, ,..., h,) 1 hi E H, all i) 
by g-+E;,= (y~(:,gy,,...,y~~,gy,). Then. g(YiO u)=YjOYj'gYi"= 
~~,~,O~~(i)~.Thus,forgEGandv=y,Ou,+y,Ou,+...+y,Ou,E V 
we see that 
= yb(l) @F,(l) u, + ..a +Y,-,,, @F,(n) u” 
=Y,oF,(g-‘(l))u,-..,(,) + *a. + y,OF,(~-‘(n))u,--,(.). 
Let G be the image of G in S” under the map g-+2. The wreath product 
H - G is defined to be the semidirect product of H(“) by G where H(“) is the 
direct product of n copies of H and where the action of g E G on FE H(“) is 
given by ($(F))(i) = F( g-‘(i)). Define cp: G -+ H - (? by q(g) = gFK. 
Straightforward computation shows that (D is a monomorphism. 
I..etn~U=U@UO~~~@U,ncopies.NownxUisanH-Gmodule 
with the following action. For (u,, u2 ,..., u,) E n x U, (h,, h, ,..., h,) E H(“), 
and gE G set g(h,, h, ,..., h,) . (ui, u2 ,..., u,,) =g(h,u,, h,u, ,.,., h,u,) = 
V+(1)+(,),..., hdmlcnj ug-,(,)), i.e., H(“) acts componentwise and g moves the 
ith component to the $(i)th spot. 
Define I: Uf” + n x U by ~(Y,O~,+Y,O~*+~~~+Y,O~,) = 
(u, 3 uz,..., u,J Clearly I is an isomorphism. From the computations above it 
is evident that for g E G, u E UIG we have Z( gv) = q(g) I(V). It is easy to 
verify that p(CG(V)) = C,-,(n x U) n rp(G) = (C,(U))‘“’ n p(G). Let 
H,, = C,(U) and H = H/H,. Then U is a faithful H module, CHd(.!/“)) = 
H(“) < H(“) 
0 L (H-e)/H’;‘=fi-- and n x U is naturally an fi - G 
module. Let @ be the composition G-+“H-G--+r?-e. Then 
ker @ = C,(Ul”). Thus, G/C,(UI’) acts on U/’ as a subgroup of 6 G acts 
on n x U. Thus, we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a subgroup of G of index n, k a field and U a 
k[H] module. Set V= UI’. Fix a transversal T for H in G. Let q: G + 
H-e,$:G-tH-C?andI:V + n x U be the maps above. Then for g E G, 
u E V, I( gu) = cp( g) I(u) = q(g) I(v). Also ker @ = C,(V) so G/C,(V) 4 
i? - C?. Also, p(G), (o(G) cover G. 
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Suppose now that U is in fact a G module and that G = HC,(U). Let 
V = UI,IG. We may choose the transversal T so that each yi E T is an 
element of C,(U). Let g E G. Then g = y,h, h E H for some i and for u E U, 
yjmlckj gy,u = gu = y,hu = hu. Then it is easy to see that o(g) = g(h, h,..., h) 
(mod C&n x U)). Thus rp( g) = $(A, A,..., fi) E nA x G. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume H ,< G, k is a field and U is a k[G] module such 
that G = HC,(U). Set V = U],IG. Let @ be as above. Then qi: G -+flA X G, 
so that G/C,(V) c-* HA X G. 
We can make an analogous analysis of the action of G on UIW =y, @ 
UOy,OUO...Oy,OU.Herethetensorofy,OUisoverk[H]andthe 
tensor between the yi @ U’s is over k. For g E G and v =yl @ u, @ yz @ 
U,O *.a @y,@ U”E up wehavegv=y,OF,(~-‘(l))ud-,(,,O...Oy,O 
q i- ‘(4) +(!I) * Set tin’= U@ U@ . . . @ U, n factors. Then Ucn’ is an 
H-G module with the action ~(hl,hZ,...,h,).ulOuzO...Ou,=$. 
(h,u, 0 h,u, 0 ‘1. @ h,u,) = h,--,(,,u,--,(,, 0 a.. @ hd-l(njui-L(nj. Let 
1”: (II”G + u(n) be the map Z*(y,~u,Oy,Ou,O~~~Oy,Ou,)= 
u,@u,@*..@u,. Then as before Z*(gv) = cp( g) Z*(v) for all g E G, 
VE UI @‘. Here tit’ < C,_@“‘) (not necessarily equal) so on) is an 
fi- G module. Again Z*( gv) = p( g)Z*(v) so that G/ker I$? acts on UIW as a 
subgroup of Z? - G acting on flcn). In summary we have 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume H is a subgroup of G of index n, k is aJield and 
U is a k [ H] module. Set V = U] OG. Fix a transversal T for H in G. Let 
v,: G + H - G, @: G + H - 6, I* : V-+ U”’ be the maps above. Then for 
g E G, v E V we have Z*(gv) = p(g) Z*(v) = q(g) Z*(v). 
Remark 3.4. Notice that if Ha G of prime index p, then GE Z,, the 
cyclic group of order p. 
4. THE INDUCTIVE LEMMAS 
In the discussion of the orbits of a group A on the elements of a module 
V = UJA, many modules will arise and its would be inconvenient to have to 
identify their centralizers. So we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that a group A has n regular* orbits on a k[A] 
module V if A/C,(V) has n regular orbits on the elemetns of v#. Similarly, 
we say v E V generates a regular * A orbit if 0 #v generates a regular 
A/C,(V) orbit. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose V is a faithful k[G] module and that G has t > 2 
regular orbits on V. Let p be a prime and C = (( 1 2 a.. p)) < Sp, the 
symmetric group on p letters. Then G N C has at least (t” - t)/p regular 
orbits on p x V. 
This is contained in a proof of [ 11, p. 1011. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose H 4 G of prime index p. Let U be a k[H] 
module and suppose H has t regular* orbits on U. Then G has at least 
(t” - t)/p regular* orbits on V = UJG. 
ProoJ Let H, = C,(U). Then C,(V) = nJEo Hi-‘. Set fl= H/H,. Fix a 
transversal TforHinG. Let G,@:G+H-G,Z:U]‘+pxUbeasin 
Lemma 3.1. Since H u G of prime index, G N (( 1 2 3 . . . p)) Q Sp. Thus, 
G/C,(V) acts on U]’ as a subgroup of Z? N G acting on p x U. By 
assumption, fl has t regular orbits on U and so fi N G has at least (tp - t)/p 
regular orbits on p x U. Then G/C,(V) h as at least (t” - t)/p regular orbits 
on V. 
COROLLARY 4.4 [4,4.2b]. Let A be a nilpotent group, k afield, and A, 
a subgroup of A. Let U be a k[A,] module and set V = UIA. Zf A, has three 
regular* orbits on U, then A has three regular* orbits on V. 
COROLLARY 4.5 [4,4.2a]. Let A be a nilpotent group, ]A1 odd, and k a 
field. Suppose A,, <A and U is a k[A,] module on which A, has at least two 
regular” orbits. Then A has at least two regular* orbits on V = IA. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A be a nilpotent group. Let A, 4 A of prime index p. 
Let k be a field and U a k[A,] module. Set V = UIA. Suppose A, has a 
regular” orbit on U and that Op(A,,/CAO(U))# 1. Then A has a regular* 
orbit on V. 
This is a weakened version of [4,4.3]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A be a nilpotent group and A, a subgroup of A. 
Let k be aFeld and U a k[A,] module. Suppose A,, has a regular* orbit on 
U and that ]A,/C,JU)] is d ivisible by at least two dtflerent primes. Then A 
has a regular* orbit on V = UIA. 
Proof: By induction on [A : A,]. If A, = A, there is nothing to prove. 
Then we may assume A, < A. Choose B so that A,, <B U A of prime index 
p. By induction, B has a regular* orbit on W= 171~. Now n(A,/C,&U)) & 
WC,(W)) so I B/Cd WI is divisible by at least two primes. Then 
O,,(B/C,(W)) # 1 and by Lemma 4.6, A has a regular orbit on 
v= UJA = WJA. 
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LEMMA 4.8 [4, 1.11. Let G be a group, k afield and V a k[G] module. 
Suppose V= V, @ V, @ .a. @ V,, where the V,.‘s are k [G] submodules of V. 
Suppose G has at least s regular* orbits on V,, 1 < i < t. Then G has at 
least s’ regular* orbits on V. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let G a AG where (\A 1, ] GI) = 1. Let A,G, < AG with 
A,, <A, G, < G. Then from each double (A, A,G,) coset of AG we may 
choose an element y so that y E G and (A,, GO)Y-’ n A = C,J y). 
Proof. Clearly we may choose double (A, A,G,) coset representatives 
out of G. So let xE G. Set A,= (A,G,)X-‘nA. Now Af<A,G,nA,G= 
A, G,. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem AT = At for some z in G,. Take 
y=xz-1. Clearly y is in the same double coset. Also A, < CAO( y) < 
(AoGo)Y-‘nA= (A,G,)XmlnA=A,. So we have equality throughout. In 
particular C,& y) = (A,, G,,)Y-’ n A. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let G 4 AG where (IAI,JGI)= 1. Let k be afield and V 
a k[AG] module. Suppose V- UIAG where U is a k[A,G,] module, A, <A, 
G, < G. Then V], E U]*‘I, z xX UlcAo(X,IA, where the x’s are appropriately 
chosen (A, A,G,) double coset representatives. 
Proof By Mackey’s theorem [5, 44.21, VI, 2: 2~ @ UI~AoGojX-~ nAI*, 
where the x’s form a set of double (A, A,G,) coset representatives in AG. By 
Lemma 4.9 we may choose the x’s so that (A,G,)X-’ f-IA = C,,(x). Then 
X @ ul~A,,G~)~-lnA = x @ UIC..,,(x) = UICa,(x)’ Thus ‘IA = xx U~Cao(x~ I*- 
LEMMA 4.11. Let G 4 AG where G is a solvable group, A is nilpotent 
and (]A/,]Gl)= 1. Let A,G,<AG with A,<A, G,<G. Let U be a 
k [A, G,] module, k a field and let V = UIAG. Suppose A, has at least three 
regular” orbits on U. Then A has three regular* orbits on v#. 
Proof By Lemma 4.10, VI, 1: C, UIC,O(xjjA, where the x’s are 
appropriately chosen double (A, A,G,) coset representatives. Since A, has 
three regular* orbits on U, clearly CAO(x) <A, will have three regular* orbits 
on UIc, (xJ. Then by Corollary 4.4, A has three regular* orbits on UIc,O(Xj IA 
and, by lemma 4.8, A has three regular* orbits on VI, N 2, U]cAO(Xj I*. 
LEMMA 4.12. Assume A is a nilpotent group and U is a k[A] module, k a 
field. Suppose A,$ A, A = A,C,(U) and [A: A,,] = 2” for some n. Let 
A, u B, of index 2 and choose y, E C,,(U)\A,. Then W, = UIA,lB~= 10 
U + y, @ U and B, acts on W, as a subgroup of At x 8,. (See Lemma 3.2 
for notation.) Suppose that W, contains elements u,, u2, v such that 
481/72/l-5 
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(a) u, , u2, v generate distinct regular 8, orbits, 
(b) u,, u2 generate regular at x 8, orbits (not necessarily distinct), 
and 
(c) v is not in the At x 8, orbit of u, or u2. 
Then A has a regular* orbit on UIAOIA. Further, if u, , u2 generate different 
xt x 8, orbits, then A has two regular” orbits on VIA,/*. 
ProoJ: Notice that if w  E W, = UIAolB1 generates a regular 2: x 8, orbit, 
then w  generates a regular* B, orbit since B, acts on W, as a subgroup of 
2: x 8,. Thus, if A = B,, there is nothing to prove. Then we may assume 
[A : A,] = 2” > 4. Since A is nilpotent, it contains subgroups B,, B3,..., B, 
such that A,uB,uB,-KIB~Q~~~QB,=A and [Bi:Bi-,]=2, 
i = 2,..., n. 
Let yi E Ce,(U)\Bi- i and set T, = { 1, y,}, Ti = Tie 1 U yi Ti- 1. The set Ti 
is clearly a transversal for A,, in Bi. Let Wi = UIA,IBi= 1 @ Wi-, + 
YiO wi-l* 
2; x Bi. 
By Lemma 3.2, Bi acts on Wi = UlJi as a subgroup of 
In order to distinguish between elements of Bi-, and I!?,. we alter the 
notation slightly from what has been used before. By 6 will be meant an 
element of 8,-, and by b* will be meant an element of Bi. Also, since the 
proof is inductive, the notation of the hypotheses will be used for elements of 
wi-l* 
I prove that conditions (a), (b) and (c) are inductive (with Bi replacing 8, 
in their statement). Using our notational convention, assume there are 
elements u,, u2, v in W,-, that satisfy (a), (b), and (c). Set UT = 1 0 u, + 
yi @ v, u; = 1 @ u2 + yi @ v, v* = 1 @ u, + y, 0 u, E wi = UIAOIBi = wi-, 1% 
Since u,, u2, v generate distinct regular Bi-, orbits, it is clear that UT, UT, 
v* generate distinct regular Bi orbits so that (a) holds for Bi. Suppose 
a Eat, b* E B, and aa*uj* = uj*. NOW either b E Bi-l or b = cy,, c E Bi_, . 
In the latter case we have 
Thus, ac>v = uj, contradicting (c). Then we must have b E BiMl. In this 
case 
l@uj+yi@v=aB*(l@uj+yi@v)= I @a6u,+yiOa&v. 
So uj = a6uj and v = a&k. Since uj generates a regular* At x Bi-, orbit we 
must have a = 1, 6 = 1. Hence v = @v and so b’;;. = 1 since v generates a 
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regular B,-i orbit. Thus, ab* = 1 and UT, UT generate regular At X Bi orbits 
and (b) holds for Af: X Bi. 
Assume v* is in the 2: x 8, orbit of UT or UT. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume it is in the orbit of u, . * Then there is an a E 2: and b* E 8, 
such that v* = ab*uT. Suppose b = cy,, c E Bi- 1. Then 
V*=lOU,+yiOU,=ab*UT=aC~(lOUl+yiOV) 
=a(l&v+yi&U,) 
= 1 Oac$v+y@ac&,. 
Hence u, = a&$ contradicting (c). Thus, we must have b E Bi- 1. Then 
v*=l~u,+~i~u,=ab*(l~u,+yi~v)=l~a6u,+yi~ab~v. 
Hence u2 = ab$V, again contradicting (c). Thus, (c) holds for 2: x B,and 
conditions (a), (b), and (c) are inductive. 
Assume now that in fact u,, u2 are in different regular 2: X 8i-1 orbits. 
Suppose aF*uT = UT, aEAt, b*EBi. IfbEBi-r, we have 
1 @ u2 + yi @ v = a8*( 1 @ u, + yi @ v) = 1 @ a&, + yi @ a&. 
But then u2 = a&, , contradicting the supposition that u i, u2 are in different 
2: x B,-, orbits. If b = cy,, c E BiPl, we have 
lOU,+L’iOV=a~~~(lOU,+yiOV)=a(lOc;;lfV+yiOc/;;u,) 
= 1 @ac~v+J+@ac&,. 
Then u2 = &zv, contradicting (c). Thus, UT, UT generate different regular 
At x Bi orbits. 
Now by induction (a), (b) and (c) hold for A = B,. In particular, by (b), 
A has a regular* orbit on U],O]A = W,. Also by induction, if ui, u2 generate 
two distinct 2: x 8, orbits, then A has two distinct regular* orbits on UjAOIA. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
We now consider the situation when V = UIoA, U a k [A ,,] module, A ,, < A. 
In this case the existence of regular* A, orbits does not necessarily lead to 
the existence of regular* A orbits on V. The problem is that A can acts as 
scalar multiplication on the various factors and that these scalars can 
multiply together to equal 1. For this reason we make the definition below. 
We will also need a rather technical condition which we define here. 
DEFINITION 4.13. (a) We say that a group A has n super-regular orbits 
on a k[A] module V if there are elements ul, vt,..., v, E V# such that for 
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a EA, a E k, av, = auj implies i=j, a = 1 and a = 1. Similarly, we say 
U, , Ye,..., v,, E v# generate n super-regular orbits if they satisfy this property. 
Notice that super-regularity is a property of a set of orbits, not a property of 
the orbits in that set. 
(b) Let vi, u2, Us E I@, a k[A] module. We say that v,, v,, u3 satisfy 
(*) if the following condition holds. 
(*) Let a,/I,aEk, &=*I, uEA. Let i,j,k,ZE(1,2,3) with 
i # j, k # 1. Suppose uvi = auk -/3&v, and uvj = /3vk + a&v,. Then 
one of a, p is zero. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let A be u group, k a Jield and U a faithful k[A] module. 
Let C = ((1 2 . . . p)) < Sp, p a prime. Let V = tip’, an A - C module. 
Assume A has three super-regular orbits on U. Then V is faithful and A - C 
has three super-regular orbits on V. Further, we can choose generators 
v,, v2, v3 for these orbits which satisfy (*). 
ProoJ Let u,, u2, uj E U generate three super-regular A orbits on U. Set 
and 
Let x E A - C and a, p E k, not both zero. I show that xvi = au, + j?v2 
implies x = 1. Consider the k spaces W, = (u,, u,) and W, = (u,, u3). Since 
u,, u2 and Us generate super-regular orbits, W, and W, have dimension two. 
Let v*= W,@ W*@..* @ W,, with p - 1 copies of W,. The set 
E={w,@w,@~~@w,~ w, = U, or u2 and if j > 1, wj = u2 or uj) 
forms a basis for v*. Suppose that xvi = au1 + puz. Then xvi E P. Now 
xvi= x,ui, @ X2Ui2@ **- @XPUip’ where xj E A (4.15) 
and ii = 1, 2, 3 for j = 1, 2 ,..., p. Since xui E v*, x, ui, E W, and, for j > 1, 
XjUi,E W,. Thus, for some elements yj, Sj E k, x*Ui, = yIu, + 6,~~ and, for 
j > 1, XjUi, = y,u2 + aju3. Further, since u,, u2, u3 generate super-regular A 
orbits, if x, # 1, then both ys # 0 and 6, # 0. Let n be the number of s’s such 
that x, # 1. Then when we write xvi as a linear combination of elements of 
the basis E, exactly 2” basis elements have non-zero coefficients. Since xvi = 
av, + pvz, n = 0 or 1. Suppose xui = au1 + /Iuz with both a # 0 and /I # 0. 
Then n = 1 < p. Choose j so that xj = 1. By (4.15), when we write xui as a 
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linear combination of elements of E (i.e., xv, = avi + pvZ where Ui, v2 E E), 
the jth factor in each tensor (i.e., vk = uk, @ ukl @ . . . @ us where k = 1,2) 
appearing is uij (i.e., uk, = ui,). In particular, it is the same for both tensors 
(i.e., v, and VJ which appear. This is not true for v, and vZ. Thus, 
xvi = au, + /Iv, with both a and p non-zero cannot occur. Suppose one of 
a,P is zero. Without loss of generality we may assume /I = 0. Then 
xvi = au,. Now n = 0 so xj = 1 for all j’s. Then x E C = (( 1 2 . .. p)) and 
xvi=ui,@ui2@...@ui =au,@u,@...@u,. P 
Since yu, = u, implies y = 1 and k = 1, we see that ui, = u1 and for j > 1, 
Uij=U,.Thenclearlyvi=v, andx=l. 
Clearly, v, and v2 could be replaced by v, and vj or v2 and vj in the 
above argument. So I have proved that if x # 1, and j # k, then the vectors 
xvi, vi, and vk are linearly independent. 
Suppose x E A - C, a E k and xvi = avL. Then by the above, x = 1 and 
Vi = auk. If i # k, by the above, vi, vk are linearly independent. Then i = k 
and clearly a = 1. Thus, v,, v2, V~ generate super-regular A - C orbits in 
v= u(p). 
Suppose xEA -C, a,B,EEk, E= kl, i#j, kfl and xvi=avk-/I&v, 
and XVj = /?vk t a&v,. Now one of i or j must equal k or 1. Assume i = k. By 
the above we must have x = 1. Then vi = av, - PEV~. If /3 # 0, we would have 
vI E (Vi) which is not true since I# i. Then p = 0. Similarly, in the other 
cases one of a or p must be 0. Thus vi, v2, V~ satisfy (*). 
LEMMA 4.16. Let A be a group. Suppose A, $ A and W is an A, module 
such that U= W]O* is a faithful A module. Set A, = A,/CAO(W). Assume 
that A,, has at least three super-regular orbits on W. Then A has at least 
three super-regular orbits on U. Further, we can choose these so that (*) is 
satisfied. 
Proof: Since A is nilpotent and induction is transitive, we may assume 
[A : A,] =p, a prime. Let C = (( 1 2 ..+ p)). Then by Lemma 3.3, A acts on 
WI@* as a subgroup of 2, - C acting on I@‘). By Lemma 4.14 2, - C has 
three super-regular orbits on IV’@’ satisfying (*). The pre-images of these in 
WI@* clearly give three super-regular A orbits which satisfy (*). 
LEMMA 4.17. Let A = 2, and B = A -Z,. Let k be GF(5) or GF(7) 
and let V be the k [A] module with character pa - 1 A) where pa and 1, are 
the regular and trivial A characters, respectively. Let U be the k[B] module 
U = V @ V 0 V. Then B has at least three super-regular orbits on U. 
Proof: Recall that an extension field of k by a cube root of 1 is a 
splitting field for B 2: Z, - Z, and that an absolutely irreducible, faithful B 
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module has dimension three. Also, B = (A X A x A)(y), where A x A x A is 
the base group and (y) is the cycling group of the wreath product. 
Case 1. Suppose k = GF(5). Since Z(B) is cyclic and non-trivial on U, U 
must contain a faithful, irreducible B submodule W. Let k = GF(5’) = 
Hom,t,1 (W, IV) and view W as a j;[B] module. Now WI, XA XA is not 
homogeneous, so W N XIB, where X is a one-dimensional k[A x A x A] 
module. Now A x A x A has ]x”]/3 = 24/3 = 8 regular* orbits on X. Then 
by Corollary 4.3, B has at least (83 - 8)/3 = 168 regular orbits on W < U. 
Let u generate one of these regular orbits. Suppose b E B, a E kX and 
bu = au. Since (IBI, IkX I) = 1, we have b = 1, a = 1. Then we see that B has 
at least 168/l k ’ / = 168/4 > 3 super-regular orbits on W and hence on U. 
Case 2. Suppose k = GF(7). Now V= V, i I’, where I’, is a faithful, 
linear k[A] module with character 1 and V, is a faithful, linear k[A] module 
with character 1- ‘. Let X, = Vi @ Vi 0 V, and X, = V, @ I’, @ V, , 
k[A x A x A] modules. Let Vi = Xi]a, i = 1, 2. Since Z(B) is non-trivial on 
Vi and dim Vi = 3, each Vi must be an irreducible, faithful k[B] module. 
AlSO u, Izw s u* Izm so U, # U,. Then U contains the module U, -i- U, z 
(Xl + WIB. Let C=C,x,x,(X,)=C,,,x,(X,). Let aEAxAxA, 
x1 E q and x2 E z. Then ax, = ox, where w3 = 1 and ax, = w-*x2. If 
a(x, + x2) = a(xl +x2), a E kX, then a = 1 and a E C. Thus, (x, + x2) and 
a(xi +x1) are in different regular * A XA XA orbits if a# 1. Hence on 
X, 4 X,, d =A x A x A/C has at least 1x1 ]z]/]A] ]kX ] = (7 - l)*/ 
3 . 6 = 2 super-regular orbits. Let u,, u, E X, $X, be generators. Let 
a,= 1 EkX, a,,a,Ek” where 1 # a, # a3 # 1. Then the three elements 
v,=lou,+you,+yzou,, ~,=l@u,+y@a,u,+y~@u, and v~= 
1 @ u1 + y @ a3 u, + y* @ u2 generate three super-regular B orbits in 
U,/U2~U.Forsupposeaykv,=yvj,aEAXAXA,yEkX.Ifyk#l,we 
obtain a*u2 = 6u, for some a* E A x A X A, 6 E kX. This is impossible since 
u,, u2 generate distinct super-regular A orbits. Thus, yk = 1 and we have 
avi = yvj, that is, 
Then au, = yuI, ayu, = ya;‘aju, and ayzu2 = yu,. Since u,, u2 generate 
super-regular A orbits, we have a E C = C, XA XA(XI $ X2) and y = 1, ay E C 
and a; ‘aj = 1 so ai = aj, and ay2 E C. Then vi = vj, so i = j and a E C n 
Cy-’ n Cy-* = C,(U, i U,) = 1. Thus, vl, v2 and vj generate distinct super- 
regular B orbits on U. 
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5. ASSORTED LEMMAS 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P be a p-group, p a prime. Suppose P = R Y E is the 
central product of an extra-special group R and a group E which is either 
cyclic or dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion of order at least 
16. Suppose the group A acts as automorphisms on P and (IA 1, ] PI) = 1. 
Then we may choose R and E to be A invariant. 
Proof: Case 1. E is cyclic. Let P = P/Z(R), an abelian group. Now 
E = Z(P) char P, so l? is an A invariant direct factor of P = I? $ .??. By 
[8,3.3.2], I? has an A invariant compliment, i.e., there is an A invariant 
subgroup R* > Z(R) of P such that P = I?* -i- 8. Clearly P = R* Y E. Now 
1 <Z(R*)<R*nZ(P)=R*nE=Z(R). Thus, Z(R*)=Z(R) and R* is 
non-abelian. Then 1 <R*’ Q P’ = Z(R) so R*’ =Z(R). Also R*/R*’ is 
elementary abelian so R*’ = @(R*). Thus, R*’ = @(R*) = Z(R*) = Z(R) is 
cyclic of prime order and so R* is an extra-special A invariant subgroup of 
P. 
Case 2. E is noncyclic. Let P, be a full pre-image of Z(P/Z(R)) and 
P* = C,(Z(P,)). Then P* = R Y C, C the maximal cyclic subgroup of E. By 
case 1, we may choose R * so that P* = R* Y C and R * is extra-special. 
Notice that R* <P,. Hence [P, R*] < [P, P,] = Z(R) = Z(R*), so by 
[8, 5.4.61, P = R*C,(R*) = R* Y C,(R*). Replacing R with R* and E with 
C,(R*) gives the desired result. 
LEMMA 5.2. For integers x > 3 and y 2 2, set F(x, y) = (x’ - l)/ 
(x- l)(y+ 1). Then F(x,y)>4 except when x=3 andy=3 ory=2 and 
x< 10. 
Proof We show that F is increasing in both x and y, viewed as a 
function of real variables x > 3, y > 2. Now 
8F 1 (x- 1) yxy-‘- (x’- 1) --. 
ax-y+1 (x- 1)2 * 
Now (x - 1) yxy-’ - (xy - 1) = x”-‘[(x - 1)y -xl + 1 = x”-‘[(~ - 1) 
(y - 1) - l] + 1 > 0. Thus, F is increasing in x. Also 
8F 1 (y + l)(logx)xY- (x’- 1) -=-. 
3Y x-l (Y + I)* * 
Now (y+l)(logx)xy-(xY-l)>(y+l)?-xy+l=yxY+l>O.Thus, 
F is increasing in y. By calculation F(3, 4), F(4, 3) and F( 11, 2) are at least 
4. The result follows immediately. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let k be a in$niteJield and V a ftnite dimensional k vector 
space. Suppose U, , U, ,..., U,, are subspaces unequal to V. Then V # U r=, Vi. 
Proof: By induction on dim, V. The lemma is obviously true if 
dim, V= 1 since then each Ui must be (0). Assume dim, V > 1. Since k is 
infinite, V has infinitely many non-zero, maximal subspaces. Then we may 
choose (0) # P maximal in V such that P # Vi for any i. Then 
q = P n U, is a subspace unequal to v*. By induction v* # l-l:=, UT, 
i.e., there is an element v E v* such that v & v* n Vi for any i. Thus, v @ Ui 
for any i and so V# (Jr=‘=, Vi. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A, <A, a nilpotent group. Let k be a field, char k 4 ] A ], 
and let U be a k[A,] module. Set A, = A,/C,JU). Suppose V= UIA is a 
faithful, irreducible k [A] module. Then z(A) = ~(2~). 
Proof Suppose K(A) #z(&). Let P E Syl,(A), pj(A,,]. By [5,44.2], 
vI, = UIA IP = c, x 8 ul,,,if-’ I’, the x’s appropriately chosen double (P, A,) 
coset representatives. Now we may choose one of the x’s to be the identity. 
Thus, V], contains the submodule U]A0(7P]P. Since p 6? 7~(&), A,, n P < 
CAO(U) so I!I],~~~ is the trivial module. Then U],Onp]P contains the trivial P 
module and C,(P) > 1. Since P 4 A, C,(P) is an A module. Also C,(P) # V 
since V is faithful. Hence 1 < C,,(P) < V, contradicting the irreducibility of 
V. Thus, x(A) = Y&J. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G = Q x C, where C is a cyclic group of odd order and 
Q is either (generalized) quaternion or cyclic of 2-power order. Let k be a 
field, char k [I G ], and let U be a faithful, irreducible k[ G] module. Then G 
acts semiregularly on v”, i.e., every element of v# generates a regular orbit. 
Proof Let u E @ and suppose H = Co(u) > 1. If I H] is odd, set H, = H. 
If ] H] is even, set H,, = (z), z the unique involution of Q. In either case 
u E Cv(H,,) and H,, ,< Z(G) so (0) # C,(H,) is G invariant. Since U is 
irreducible, C,(H,) = U and so H,, = 1 since U is faithful. Hence 
H = C,(u) = 1 and u generates a regular orbit. 
LEMMA 5.6 [ 10, 9.211. Let G be a group, k a jield, char k # 0. Let 
k > k be a splitting jield for G. Suppose V is an irreducible k[G] module. 
WriteG@V=VIiV2i . . . i V,, the Vt’s irreducible k[G] modules. Then 
Vi N V, implies i = j. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G be a group, k a field. Suppose k > k contains a 
splitting jield for G. Let V be a k[G] module. Suppose k @ V contains a 
direct sum of n copies of the regular k[G] module. Then V contains a direct 
sum of n copies of the regular k [G] module. 
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Proof: We first consider the case when & is a finite extension of k. From 
[5, 6 1.1, 6 1.2, 62.11 it follows immediately that the regular module is 
injective. Then we may write k @ V = n x k[G] 4 S, where S is a k[G] 
module. Clearly &[G]],- m x k[G], where m = [k : k]. Hence 
k @ VJ, 1 m x V contains a direct sum of mn copies of the regular k[G] 
module. 
Let Pi be the principal indecomposable k[ G] modules and Pi be the non- 
principal indecomposable k[G] modules appearing as direct summands of V. 
Now 
0 0 
v2: 1 n, x Pi i c n; x Pi, 
0 0 
m X V N C mn, X Pi i C mn; X Pi, 
k[G] N f Zi x Pi, 
and 
mn x k[G] N 2 mnl, x Pi 
for some ni, n; and Ii, Since m x V contains a direct sum of mn copies of 
k[G], we have mn,> mnl, for each i, so n, > nl,. But then V contains 
Co nl, x Pi = n x k[G]. This completes the case when [k : k] is finite. 
Suppose [k : k] is infinite. Let k, <k be a splitting field for k so that 
[k, : k] is finite. Now k OL V = f ok0 (k, 0, V) so it suffices to show that 
k, @ V contains a direct sum of n copies of the regular k,[G] module since it 
then follows from the above argument that V contains a direct sum of n 
copies of the regular k[G] module. 
Write k, @ V = Co n, x Qi + ,JJ@ n; x Q; where the Qi are the principal 
indecomposable k,[G] modules and the Q; are the non-principal indecom- 
posable k,[G] modules appearing as direct summands of k, @ V. Since k, is 
a splitting field, the k @ Qi and Li @ Qi’s are indecomposable. Then 
k @ V = Co ni x (k @ Qi) + ,JJ@ n; x (E @ Qj), some ni, n;. Now k,[G] = 
Co li x Qi for some li and so k[G] = Co li x (k @ Q,). Since k @ V contains 
a direct sum of n copies of the regular module and since the k @ Qi, 
k @ Qi’s are indecomposable, we must have nl, < ni. But then k, 0 V = 
2’ ni X Qi + 2’ n; X Qi contains C@nlixQi=nx(z@lixQi)=nx 
k,[G]. Thus, k, @ V contains a direct sum of n copies of the regular k,[G] 
module. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let A be a group and k # GF(2) afield. Let V be a faithful 
k [A] module. Suppose V = W i U where W is the regular A module and 
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U # (0). Then A has at least three super-regular orbits on V. Further, if 
char k # 2, we may choose generators v, , v2, v3 for these orbits so that v, , 
vz, vj satisfy (*). 
Proof: Let w  E W generate a regular basis. Since k # GF(2) and U # (0), 
]U]&3. Let ur, u2, u3 E U, ui = uj iff i-j. Set vi = w  + ui, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Suppose avi=avj for some a EA, a Ek. Then a(w + ui)=aw +aui= 
a(w + uj) = czw + auj. Then aw E (w), so a = 1 and a = 1. Then i =j and 
01, v2, vj generate three super-regular A orbits. 
Suppose char k # 2 and that for some a E A, a, b, E E k, E = f 1 we have 
au, = avk - ptx, and avj = /?vk + a&v,. Then 
a(w + ui) = aw + Uui = (a - PE)W + (auk -/?&u,) 
and 
a(w t  Uj) = aw t  UUj = @ t  a.5)w t  (Ju, t  am,). 
Then aw = (a -PE)w = (j? t  as)w. Since w  generates a regular basis, a = 1 
anda-B&=Stae=l.Sincechark#2and&=~l,itfollowsthatoneof 
a, /? must be 0. Thus v1 , v2, v3 satisfy (*). 
LEMMA 5.9. Let A be a group and k a jield. Let II and W be non-zero 
k[A] modules. Suppose w,, w, ,..., w, E w# generate super-regular A orbits. 
Let u E v. Then u @ w,, u @ We,..., u @ w, E U @ W generate super- 
regular A orbits. Further, if wl, w2 and w3 satisfy (*), then u @ w,, u @ w2, 
and u @ wj also satisfy (*). 
Proof: Let a E A, a E k. Suppose that a(u @ Wi)= a(u @ w,). NOW 
a(u @ wi) = au @ awi and a(u @ wj) = au @ wj so au @ awt = au @ wi. 
Then for some /I E kX, aw, =/?w, and au =p-‘au. Since the wI)s generate 
super-regular orbits, aw, = pwj implies a = 1, p = 1 and i =j. Then 
u = au = au so a = 1. Thus, the u @ w/s generate super-regular orbits. 
Suppose that w, , w2, andw,satisfy(*).LetaEA,a,P,sEk,s=fl,i, 
j, k, 1 E { 1,2,3} such that i #j and k # I. Suppose that 
a(u @ Wi) = a(u @ Wk) - /3E(U @ WI) 
and 
a(u @ wj) = p(u @ wk) t as(u 0 w,) 
Then we have au @ aw, = u @ (awk - /?Ew,) and au 0 awj = u 0 
(pwk + crew,). Then there is a y E kX such that au = y-b, aw, = 
y(awk - bwI) = Yaw, - YbWl and awj = y@wk t a&w,) = )$wk t ya&w/. 
Since w,, w2, wj satisfy (*) one of ya, y@ is zero. But y # 0, so one of a, b is 
zero. Thus, u @ w,, u @ w2, and u @ w3 satisfy (*). 
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LEMMA 5.10. Let k = GF(q), q a prime power. Let E = k(o) = GF(q’) be 
an extension field of k by w, a pth root of 1, p C q, p a prime. Suppose k # k. 
Let r E F(&/k), the Galois group, 5 # 1. Then the function a -+ arap maps 
(w) onto (0). 
Proof Now aT = aqS for some s < t. Since t # 1, s # t. Then 
aTa-’ = aq’- ‘. Since K = k(w), GF(qS) does not contain a pth root of 1. Then 
p)qs - 1. Hence for a E (o)#, 1 aqs- ’ 1 =p and, in particular, aqS-’ # 1. Thus, 
a-+ aram is a homomorphism of (w) with trivial kernel. Hence a + a’a- ’ 
maps (w) onto (w). 
Hypothesis 5.11. Assume P a AP where P is a cyclic group of prime 
order p # 2, P 4 Z(AP) and (IA 1, I PI) = 1. Let k be a finite field, 
char ki( lAPI and let V be a faithful k[AP] module such that I’], is 
homogeneous. 
Let U be an irreducible k[P] submodule of V. Let f = Hom,&U, U), a 
finite division ring and hence a field [6, 24.91. For a E A, 
fE HomkIp,( V, V) = Horn&( I’, V), u E V, define f a by f “(0) = a- tf(av). This 
defines an action of A on HomL( V, V), and hence an action of A on its center 
k. Clearly if y E AP acts on V as scalar multiplication by a E k, then for 
x E AP, y” acts on V as scalar multiplication by ax. In particular, this is true 
foryEP,xEA. 
Since VI, is homogeneous, P acts on V as elements of k. Then & contains 
a primitive pth root, w, of 1. In fact, since k(w) is a splitting field for P, we 
have k = k(w). Clearly A,, = C,(P) = C,((w)) = C,(k). Hence, A/A,, = 
A/C,(P) < p(k : k), the Galois group, and A/A0 is cyclic. Let u E A be such 
that (a, A,) = A. Then every element of A can be written in the form uia, 
aEA,. Also, for xEA, aEk and vE V,xav=ax-‘xv. Thus, A acts on V 
as semilinear G transformations. 
LEMMA 5.12. Assume Hypothesis 5.11. Let A, = C,(P), u E A be such 
that (u, A,,) = A, and fi = k(w), an extension of k by a pth root, w, of 1. As 
above A acts on V as semilinear E transformations and P acts as scalar 
multiplication by elements of (w). Fix v E v#. Then there is a /3 E (w) such 
that C,(av) <A,, for all a E (w), a #/I. 
Proof Since the elements of P act on V as multiplication by the elements 
of (w), we can rephrase the conclusion of the lemma as follows: There is an 
xEPsuchthatC,(yv)<A,forallyEP,y#x. 
Let D = CAP(v). Now p)lDI, so by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there is 
an x E P such that D”-’ <A. Let zEP, zf 1. Suppose dz=aEDX-“nA. 
Then (d-‘z-‘d)z = d-la E PnA = 1. Then d = a and a’= a. Hence 
aEC,(z)=C,(R)=A,.Thus,DX-“nA~A,.ButDX-”nA=C,(z-‘xv). 
ForyEP,y#xwritey=z-‘xwithz#l.ThenC,(yv)=C,(z-’xv)gA,. 
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LEMMA 5.13. Suupose 1 f R -4 AR where R is an extra-special r-group, 
r odd, A is nilpotent and (]A ], ]R ]) = 1. Let k be a Jnite field such that 
char kJ ]AR ] and V a faithful, irreducible k[AR] module such that V],(,, and 
VI C,,(Z(R,J are homogeneous. Suppose C,(Z(R)) has a regular* orbit on an 
irreducible k[C,,(Z(R))] submodule of V. Then A has at least three regular 
orbits on V. 
Prooj Let V, k, AR be a counterexample minimizing ]AR 1 + dim, V. 
Step 1. C,(Z(R)) has at least three regular orbits on an irreducible 
submodule of V]C,,(Z(Rjj. Hence C,(Z(R)) < A. 
Let A, = C,(Z(R)) and let U be an irreducible submodule of V],, . Since 
VIA, is homogeneous, U is faithful. By hypothesis, U contains an element 
u # 0 which generates a regular A, orbit. Let z E Z(R)< Consider the 
element zu. Suppose a(zu) = zu for a E A,. Then zu = a(zu) = zau, so 
au = u and a = 1. Thus, zu also generates a regular A,, orbit. Suppose 
au = zu, aEA,. Then a’u = a’- ‘(a’u) = ar- ’ (zu) = z(a’- ‘)u = . . . = 
z(z +‘u) = zru = u. Hence a’= 1 and a = 1 since ([AI, r) = 1, giving zu = u. 
This cannot happen since VIZtRj is homogeneous and faithful. Hence u, zu 
generate distinct A, orbits. Since r is odd, we may choose z,, z2 E Z(R)#, 
zi # z2. Clearly u, zi u, z2u generate three regular A, orbits. 
Step 2. V]C,,(z.R)j is irreducible. 
Let A,R = C,,(Z(R)), A, < A. Suppose VI,, = U, i U, $ ..a 4 U,, 
t > 1, where the U, are irreducible (isomorphic) k[A,R] submodules of V. 
Let A,R={xEAR]xU,=U,}. Since Z(R) is faithful on U,, C,,,(U,)= 
C.&Q QA,R, so K’,,W,)~ Z(R)1 = 1 and G,,(4) = Go(W = 
CAO( V) = 1. Thus, U, is a faithful A, R module and, by mduction, A, has 
three regular orbits on U, . Let u i, u *, uj be generators. Suppose a E A and 
aui = uj. Then aui = uj E au, A U, # (0) so au, = U, and a E A,. Hence 
a = 1, i =j and u,, u2, uj generate three regular A orbits on V. 
Step 3. V],,(,, is reducible. 
Suppose VlaztRj is irreducible. Now VlaztRj E U]AZ(R), U a primitive B 
module, B <AZ(R). If Z(R) 4 B, then U]AZ’R’ contains the regular Z(R) 
module. But V],(,, is homogeneous. Then Z(R) <B and B = (A n B) Z(R). 
Let A, = A n B, SO B = A, Z(R). NOW U, A, /C, ,(U), Z(R) satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.4. 
Since R is extra-special and V],(,, is homogeneous and faithful, we have 
VI,=V,/ v*i a** -i- V,,, where each Vi is a faithful irreducible R module. 
Let (R 1 = rzs + 1. Then dim, Vi = rSt and dim, V = nr?. Thus, dim, V = lrm 
where m > s >, 1 and (1, r) = 1. But VI,,tR, 1: IU]~‘(~), so lr”’ = dim, V = 
[A : A,] dim, U. Since ((R 1, ]A I) = 1, it follows that r”’ I dim, U. In each of 
the tabulated exceptional cases of Theorem 2.4 we have (r, dim, U) = 1. 
Then U, Al/C,,(U), Z(R) is not one of the exceptional cases of Theorem 2.4 
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and A ,/C, ,(U) has three regular orbits on U. Then by Corollary 4.4, A has 
three regular orbits on VI, 1: U1,,IA. Thus, we must have VIAZ(Rj reducible. 
Step 4. Let & = Hom,t,&l (V, I’). Then AR acts as automorphisms of t 
with kernel A,R. AR acts as semilinear transformations of V considered as a 
i; vector space. 
By Step 2, V is an irreducible k[A,R] module. Then f is a finite division 
ring and hence a field [6,24.9]. Let fE k. For x E AR define 
f x (u) = x-‘f(xv), u E V. This defines a homomorphism from AR into Aut &. 
For x E A,R, f(xv) = xf(v), so f” =f and A,R < C,,(k). If y EAR acts on 
V as scalar multiplication by a E k, then yx acts as scalar multiplication by 
ax. In particular, this holds for y E Z(R). Now x E AR\A,R acts 
nontrivially on Z(R) and hence on k. Thus, C,,(k) = A,R. 
Step 5. Conclusion. 
By hypothesis, A, has a regular orbit on I’. Let u be a generator. Now by 
Step 3, as a k space I’/,,(,, is reducible. Then VI,,(,, = V, 4 V,, where 
V, # (0) # V,. Let w  be an rth root of unity in k. Since Z(R) acts on V as 
multiplication by elements of (w), V, and Vz are k(o) vector spaces. Write 
u = u1+ u*, U, E V,, u2 E V, and let a, /I E k(o)X. Then CaO(au, + j?uJ = 
CaD(au,) n (C,O(jI~,) = Ca,(u,) n CAo(q) = CAO(u) = 1. Thus, au1 + pu, also 
generates a regular A, orbit. Suppose uz = 0. Let UT E E. Clearly 
u* =u, +u; g enerates a regular A,, orbit. So we may assume u2 # 0. 
Similarly we may assume U, # 0. 
By Lemma 5.12 there is an a E (w) such that C,(au,) <A,. Then there is 
an element w, = U, + v2 = (u, + au*) E V, i Vz such that w, generates a 
regular A, orbit, v, # 0 and C,(u,) <A,, . Let a2, a3 E (w) such that a, # a3 
and a,# 1 #a,. Let w,=a,v, +v, and w3=a3v1 +u,. Let aI = 1, so 
w,=a,v,+v,. Suppose a E A and awi= wi; that is, a(aivl + VJ = 
ajvl + v2. Then au, = v2, so a E C,(v,) <A,,. By our previous argument, 
WI, wz, wj generate regular A, orbits. Then either i #j or a = 1. Recall 
ajv, + v2 = aaiu, + au2 so ajv, = aaiv,. Now a E A,, so a commutes with 
(w). Then ajvl = aaivl = aiaul, so av, = a;‘ajv,. Since (Ial, ja;‘ajl) = 1, 
we must have a; ‘aj = 1, so i =j and a = 1. Thus, w,, w2, wJ generate three 
regular A orbits on V. 
6. MINIMAL MODULES 
Here the existence of regular orbits is proven for a particular represen- 
tation of a certain group. The representation is defined in Theorem 6.1 and 
its character is given by Theorem 6.17. Then in Theorem 6.19 it is proved 
that the regular orbits exist. The rest of the material of this section is 
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included for the sake of completeness. Much of the material of this section is 
adapted from [2; 3, Section 2, 3; 4, Section 71. 
THEOREM 6.1 [3, 2.21. Assume 1 #R u AR where R is an extra-special 
r-group, r a prime and (IA I,1 R ]) = 1. Suppose Z(R) < Z(AR) and 
C,(R) = 1. Let k be afield, char k%]AR /. Suppose k contains an rth root of 
1. Let U, be a faithful linear k[Z(R)] module with character 1. Then there is 
a unique (up to isomorphism) faithful, irreducible k[AR] module V,(AR) 
such that 
(1) V*(AR) IZW is isomorphic to a sum of copies of U,, 
(2) V,(AR)I, is irreducible, and 
(3) if x E A induces a linear transformation X(x) on V,(AR), then 
det X(x) = 1. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose A, R, k, are as in the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. 
Let A,, <A. Then V,(A,R) = VA(AR)l,o,. 
This is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness of V,(A,R). 
Hypothesis 6.3. Assume k is a finite field, G is a group and V is an 
irreducible k[G] module. Suppose g: V x V -+ k is a nonsingular symplestic 
form on V fixed by G. 
We say V is form induced by U if there is a subgroup H of G and a non- 
singular k[H] submodule U of V such that UIG z V and the distinct 
submodules among xU, x E G, are pairwise orthogonal. An irreducible 
module which is not induced is said to be form primitive. 
We also need to define the notion of a minimal k[G] module. This 
corresponds to the definition of a quasi-primitive module in the study of 
ordinary induction. 
DEFINITION 6.4 [2, Section 31. Assume Hypothesis 6.3. We say V is a 
minimal k[G] module if for any normal subgroup N of G either 
(1) V/, is homogeneous, or 
(2) VI, = IV, $ W,, where W, , W, are the homogeneous components 
and 
(a) Wj is totally isotropic, i = 1, 2 and 
(b) if L u G stabilizes W,, then W, IL. is homogeneous. 
Remark. This is Berger’s earlier definition of a minimal module. In 14, 
7.111 it is proved that (2b) is redundant. 
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PROPOSITION 6.5 14, 7.81. Assume Hypothesis 6.3. If V is form 
primitive, then V is a minimal module. 
As an immediate consequence of this we have: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Assume Hypothesis 6.3. Then V is form induced from 
a minimal module. 
Hypothesis 6.7. Let R 4 AR where R is an extra-special r-group r a 
prime, A is a nilpotent group and (]A I, ]R 1) = 1. Assume Z(R) < Z(AR) and 
E= R/Z(R) is an irreducible, faithful A module. 
The commutator map on R induces a non-singular symplectic form which 
is fixed by A. 
Hypothesis 6.8. Assume 6.7 and that 1 is a minimal A module. 
Then we have the following corollary to Proposition 6.6. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Assume Hypothesis 6.7. Then there is a subgroup 
A,R,<AR, A,<A, R,<R such that Z(R)<R,, i?,=R,/Z(R) is a 
minimal A, module and RN R, IA (where R, is viewed as an A, module) and 
this is a form induction, i.e., if a E A, either a-‘R,a = R, or 
[R , , a - ‘R , a] = 1. Also, R , is extra-special (since 1, is non-singular). 
THEOREM 6.10 [2, 3.201. Assume Hypothesis 6.8. Let ]R / = r2”“‘. Then 
there is an identtjkation so that A < B and R is given by one of Examples 
6.11, 6.12, 6.13, or 6.14 below. Also, if A is abelian, then A < B is given by 
Example 6.11. 
Let k = GF(r), k = GF(P), and k = GF(r’“). 
EXAMPLE 6.11. B is cyclic of order r”’ + 1. 
Let R=k’ and v):E+E’~, the automorphism of order two of k. Let B be 
the multiplicative subgroup of k” of order r”’ + 1. Then B acts on E by 
multiplication. 
Let Tr: E -+ k be the trace map. Choose ,u E kx so that ,uV = -,u (if r = 2 
set p = 1) and set 
g(u, u) = Tr($(uu” - u”v)) for u, v E R 
EXAMPLE 6.12. B is quaternion of order 2”’ where 2’1 1 rm + 1, r > 2 
and r”’ z -1 (mod 4). 
Let R, g be as in Example 6.11. Let Q be the 2-Sylow subgroup of B in 
Example 6.11. Form the semidirect product (cp) k x. Choose v E G x so that 
V rm+’ = -1. In the semidirect product set B = (Q, qv). 
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EXAMPLE 6.13. B is quaternion of order 2’+’ where 2’1 ] rm - 1, I > 2, 
and rm = 1 (mod 4). 
Let R be a two-dimensional k space with basis e,, e2. As a k space we 
write matrices in the basis e,, e, to represent linear transformations. Choose 
rE kx of order 2’ where 2’1 ]r” - 1. Let 
B= (w= [” v&= [ I -‘I). 
Let Tr: i; + k be the trace map. For u = ael + pe,, u = a’e, t pe, where 
a, a’, /3, p’ E k, set g(u, u) = Tr(ap - a/P). Let Q = (w). 
EXAMPLE 6.14. B = Q x D where Q is semidihedral of order 2” ‘, 
2’11 rm- 1, D is cyclic of order (r” t 1)/2 (odd), r > 2, m = 2n, and r” = 1 
(mod 4). 
Let E, g be as in Example 6.13. Let v E k” generate the 2-Sylow subgroup 
of %“. Choose 8 E k” of order (r” + 1)/2. Let w: E -P srn be the 
automorphism of order two of i;. Using matrices with basis e, , e2, to denote 
linear (or semilinear) transformations set 
Q= ([" v-,]3 [ww "I) and D=( [" p). 
Set B=QD=QxD. 
Hypothesis 6.15. Assume Hypothesis 6.8. Let k be a finite field 
containing an rth root of 1 such that char ktjAR 1. Let I be a faithful, linear 
k [Z(R)] character. 
We wish to investigate the character of V,(AR). For appropriate fields of 
characteristic zero, this is given in [3, 3.81. We show here that this result is 
essentially correct for other fields also. 
Remark. In the rest of this section we will be discussing modules over 
several different fields. To avoid any possibility of confusion we will write 
r V to indicate that V is a module over a field F. Similarly for a represen- 
tation X or a character x over a field F we will write rX and r~. 
Let R be the full ring of algebraic integers in C, the complex field, and let 
p = char k. Let M 2pR be a maximal ideal of R. Then F = R/M is a field of 
characteristic p. Let *: R + F denote the natural homomorphism. 
LEMMA 6.16 [lo, 15.11. Let U= {E E @ 1 cm = 1 for some m E .Z,pj’m}. 
Let R, F, * be as above. Then 
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(a) UcR, 
(b) * maps U isomorphically onto FX, and 
(c) F is algebraically closed and algebraic over its prime field. 
Suppose c V is a C [G] module. Let ,X: G + GL( V) be a matrix represen- 
tation of G acting on V. There is a basis for V such that for all x E G all 
entries of cX(x) are elements of R [12, p. 741. Then we may define an F[G] 
module r v* with representation rX* by taking rX*(x) to be the matrix 
obtained by applying * to each entry of &(x), for x E G. Let cx, rx* be the 
characters of cX, rX*, respectively. Notice that cx is the Brauer character of 
Fx*. 
Let cr be a faithful, linear characters of Cc [Z(R)]. Consider the module 
(a V,(M))* = #JAR)*). Now r V,(M)* JZcRj has character a multiple of 
*. Since r #p, by Lemma 6.16, rr* # 1. Also dim, ,(V,(AR)*) = 
$rn, c V,(AR) = rm where ]R ] = rZm + 1, so rV,(AR)* IR is irreducible. 
Recall that ,X is an integral representation for c V,(M). For x E-4, 
det, X*(x) = (det, X(x))* = 1* = 1. Then by uniqueness, r V&M)* = 
r V&R). Thus, cxr, the character of c V&M), is the Brauer character of 
rxrl, the character of r VJAR). 
THEOREM 6.17. Assume Hypothesis 6.15. Then A < B, I? are given by 
Theorem 6.10. Let 7~ = n(A) and B, = O,(B). Let F be as above. Since k is 
finite we may take k < F, so ,I is an F character. Let Ct be a character such 
that Fr* = FA. Let FXA be the character of FV,(B,R). Then FXAl&, is as given 
below. 
(i) B, i? are as in Example 6.11. Then 
x&= [B:B,IP,~-P~ 
where ,a = lBO iflB,,l is odd and p is the alternating character of the regular 
B, representation ifIB,,\ is even. 
(ii) B, E are as in Example 6.12. Here B, = B. Then 
xAlle=([rm+ 11/M- VIP,+ c X+A 
x(l)>1 
where ,a = 1, if I BI = 8 and ,a is the faithful, linear character of B/Q if 
IBI > 8. 
(iii) B, 1 are as in Example 6.13. Here B, = B. Then 
Xnle=([rm-1]/IBI-1/2)PB+ c X+ 2 % 
x(l)>1 dl)=l 
rl*Ll 
481/72/l-6 
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where p = 1, if ]B I= 8 and ,u is the faithful, linear character of B/Q tf 
IBJ > 8. 
(iv) B, R are as in Example 6.14. Here O,(B) < B,. Then 
xh,= P&l (km- WIBI - Who+ c x+ (la+,W +P,, I x(l)>1 !  
where ,u, is the linear character of Q with dihedral kernel, ,uu, is the linear 
character of Q with quaternion kernel, and 6 is the regular character of D. 
Remark. When we write J$,, , I x, the sum is over all irreducible 
characters x with x( 1) > 1. 
Proof By Lemma 6.16, the character r exists. Then F~A le, has Brauer 
character cx, IBO, the character of c V,(B,R). By [3, 3.81 the character 
decomposition given above is correct for c&. The theorem now follows 
from elementary properties of Brauer characters, in particular the one-to-one 
correspondence of irreducible F[B,] characters and C[B,] characters [ 10, 
15.5, 15.131 and such facts as the Brauer character of the regular F 
character is the regular C character. 
COROLLARY 6.18. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 6.17. Let LxA be the 
character of ,V,(B,R). If we replace F with k in that theorem the result 
remains valid. Of course, all the modules on the right-hand side of the 
equalities are the corresponding k modules. 
Proof: Let k be a finite extension field of k which is a splitting field for 
B,. Then every irreducible c[B,,] module is absolutely irreducible and it is 
clear that if replace F with k in Theorem 6.17 the result remains valid. From 
Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 it follows immediately that the result is valid for k also. 
THEOREM 6.19. Let 1 # R 4 AR where R is an extra-special r-group, r 
a prime, A is a nilpotent group and (IA I,1 R I) = 1. Suppose Z(R) < Z(AR) 
and R= R/Z(R) is a faithful, minimal A module. Let k be a finite field 
containing a primitive rth root of 1, char k,j’[AR 1. Let ,J be a faithful, linear 
k[Z(R)] character. Then A has at least three super-regular orbits on 
V, = V,(AR) unless IA I = 3, IR I = 8 and k is GF(5) or GF(7). Further if 
char k # 2 # r, the three orbits may be chosen to satisfy (*). In the excep- 
tional cases A has two super-regular orbits on V,. 
Proof By Theorem 6.10, A ,< B and R/Z(R) are as in one of the 
Examples 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, or 6.14. Let n = z(A) and B, = O,(B). It clearly 
suftices to consider the case A = B,, Then the character xA IA of V, IA is given 
by Corollary 6.18. Now by Lemma 5.8 if VAIA contains the regular A 
module as a proper direct summand, then A has three super-regular orbits on 
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V, which, whenever char k # 2, satisfy (*) . (k contains an rth root, 
so k # GF(2).) Suppose A <B, R are as in Example 6.11. (notice that this 
occurs whenever A is abelian.) If A < B, then by Corollary 6.18 we see that 
VAIA properly contains the regular module. Then in this case we may assume 
A = B so that IA 1 = /B / = P t 1 where IR I = rzm+ I. In particular, one of 
IA 1, /RI is even so that char k # 2. If A <B, 1 are as in Example 6.12, 6.13, 
or 6.14 2 I 1 A 1, so again char k # 2. Thus we may assume char k # 2. 
Case 1. 1 A I is prime and hence A is cyclic. 
Now IAl = IBI = rm t 1 for some m, so r = 2. Then (*) is of no concern 
here. Also, I A I is odd, so xA IA = pa - I,, where pA and 1, are the regular and 
trivial characters, respectively, and CvA(A) = 0. If (/A 1, I kl”) = 1, then for 
aEA, UEV and aEkX, au = av implies a = 1 and a = 1. Then A has 
I E i/l A I regular orbits on E and A has I q l/l A I I kx I super-regular orbits on 
c. If (IAl,IkXl)# 1, then e has (IAI-l)lkXI elements u for which 
av=au with a#1 is possible. Then A has (Il+(IAl- l)lkXl)/IAllkXI 
super-regular orbits on E. In either case, if I VJ/lA I / kX I > 4, then A has at 
least three super-regular orbits on VA. Let k = GF(q), so I kX I = q - 1. Now 
IAl = 2” t 1 and dim, V, = 2”. Then I Pfl/lAI IkX I = (q’“- l)/ 
(2”’ t l)(q - 1). Let F(x, y) = (x’- I)/(y t 1)(x - 1). Then we want 
F(q, 2”‘) > 4, where q is a power of an odd prime and (q, 2” f 1) = 
(char k, IA 1) = 1. By Lemma 5.2 this is true except when q = 5 or 7 and 
2” = 2. Thus, A has at least three super-regular orbits on q unless IA I = 
2”+ 1=3, lRI=2*m+‘= 8 and k is GF(5) or GF(7). In these cases the 
count of the number of super-regular orbits shows that there are two. 
Case 2. (A I is composite and 1 kX j/(1 kX 1, exp A) > 3. 
Let Q! be the subgroup of kX of order (I kX 1, exp A). Then ( kX/QI > 3. 
Then we may choose /I,, pz, p, E kX such that if p,: ‘pj E GPI, then i =j. 
NoticethatifuE e,aEA,aEkX andav=av,thenaE@. 
Let q =X@ VA where 
(i) if B,R/Z(R) are as in Example 6.12 and /B I > 8 or if B, R/Z(R) 
are as in Example 6.13 and I B ( = 8, then X is the faithful, linear B/Q 
module. 
(ii) otherwise X is the trivial A module, 
so that q contains the trivial A module except when A(=B) is cyclic of odd 
order. Now X @ X is the trivial module so V, = X@ q. Then by Lemma 
5.9 it suffices to show that A has three super-regular orbits on c which 
satisfy (*). 
We choose submodules U, W of e and elements u E u”, w  E w# as 
follows. 
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(i) If fi contains the trivial module, let W be the trivial module. By 
choice of X, this is possible except when A is cyclic of odd order. In this case 
choose W an irreducible A submodule such that [A: C,(W)] =p, a prime. 
L&WE v. 
(ii) Suppose A <B, R/Z(R) are as in Example 6.11, 6.12, or 6.13. 
Let U be a faithful, irreducible A submodule when either W is the trivial 
module or p2 1 IA 1, where p = [A: C,(W)]. Otherwise, let U be a faithful, 
irreducible A/O,(A) submodule. Let u E v#. By Lemma 5.5, u generates a 
regular A/C,(U) orbit. 
(iii) Suppose A <B, R/Z(R) are as in Example 6.14. Notice that 
V?j = VA in this case. Let U = U, $ U, where U, is a faithful, irreducible A 
submodule and U, is a linear module with 0,((A) acting trivially and O,(A) 
acting with quaternion kernel K. Let u, E: v;‘, u2 E fl. Set u = u, + u2. Then 
u generates a regular orbit. For suppose Q E A and au = u. Then au, = u, 
and auz = u2. Then a E C,(u,) = KO,,(A). But then by 5.5 KO,((A) acts 
fixed point freely on U,, i.e., CKo,,(aj(~,) = 1 so a = 1. 
Let u,=/?,u+w, u2=pzu+w, and v,=p,u+w. I show that u,,u,, uj 
generate three super-regular orbits and satisfy (*). Let a E A and a E kX. 
Suppose av, = auj. Then aviu + w) = acO,u + w), so au = a/3:‘13,u and 
aw = aw. Then a&:‘fij, a E GY so p,‘jIj E G! and i =j. Thus, we have 
a@?,~ + W) = a(piu + w), so au = au and aw = aw. If W is the trivial 
module, then a = 1. Then au = u and a = 1 since u was chosen to generate a 
regular orbit. 
Suppose W is not the trivial module. Then A is cyclic of odd order. Recall 
that (by (i)) W is an irreducible A module with [A: C,(W)] =p. Hence 
a EA, aE k and uw=aw implies a is apth root of 1. Ifp’Jj]A], then (by 
(ii)) U is a faithful A/O,(A) module. Then au = au implies (] a 1, p) = 1 since 
A/O,(A) is a p’-group. Thus a=1 and uEC,(U)nC,(W)= 
O,(A) n O,,(A) = 1, i.e., a = 1. Suppose p2 I IA ]. Then (by (ii)) U is a 
faithful A module. Now ap = 1 so au = au implies apu = apu = u and ap = 1 
since u generates a regular orbit. Recall that A is cyclic (since W is non- 
trivial). Sincep’] IAl and [A: C,(W)] =p, we have a E C,(W). Then uw = w  
soa=l,au=uanda=l.Thus,P,~+w,p~u+w,andp,u+wgenerate 
three super-regular orbits. 
LetaEA,a,/3,cEkX with&=il.Suppose 
a(jjiU + w) = a(/3,u + W) -PdPf” + w)y 
and 
CZ(J?jU + W)=P@kU + W) + a@,u + W). 
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Thenaw=(a-/3s)~=(J+as)~.Thena-~s=~+as.Sincee=fland 
char k # 2, it follows immediately that one of a, ,8 is zero. Thus, (*) is 
satisfied. 
Case 3. \A( is composite and IkX//((kXI,expA) < 3. 
Recall that k contains an rth root of 1 and (r, 1-4 I) = 1. Then 
rl IkX I/(lkX l,evA)and IkX l/(lk”, expA)=r=2.Hence IAl is odd andA is 
cyclic. V,IA has character pa - 1,. As before let @ be the subgroup of kX of 
order (IkX 1, exp A). We choose irreducible A submodules U, W,, W, of VA 
as follows. 
(i) Suppose 67 = 1. Then k = GF(3) since IkX/CPII = 2. Suppose IA I is 
a prime power, q’. Then we would have 2” + 1 = q0 with a > 1 and q # 3. It 
is well known that this does not occur. Thus, IA I involves at least two primes 
and we may non-trivially write A = C x D where (I Cl, ID I) = 1. Let U, W,, 
W, be irreducible A submodules of V, such that C,(U) = 1, C,( W,) = D, 
and C,( W,) = C. 
(ii) Suppose 07 # 1. Let p) 10’) p a prime. Recall that r = 2 and so 
IA 1, and hence p, are odd. Since pi I al, p 1 I kx 1 and we may choose non- 
isomorphic linear submodules W, , W, of VA such that [A : C,( W,)] =p, 
i = 1, 2. If p* I IA 1, let U be a faithful, irreducible A submodule. Ifp*,j’lA 1, let 
U be a faithful, irrducible A/O,(A) module. 
Let ME@, w,~ c, and w,E fi. We show that u,=u+wl, 
v*=u+w*, and v3 = u + w, + w2 generate three superregular orbits. (Recall 
that r = 2, so (*) is irrelevant.) Let a E A, a E kX and suppose uui = avj. 
Clearly, we must have i =j since the components are easily distinguished. 
Then avi= avi and we have au = au and awk = awk, k = 1 or 2. By the 
definition of Gl’, a E a. If 07 = 1, then a = 1 and a = 1 since U is faithful. 
Then we may assume G? # 1. By the choice of Wi, a is apth root of 1. As in 
case 2, if p*,jIA 1, then au = au and awk = awk implies /aI is both a pth 
power and relatively prime to p. Thus, a = 1. Then (by (ii)) a E C,(U) fl 
C,( W,) = 1. Suppose p*I IA I. Then as before ap = 1 since ap E C,(U) = 1. 
Then u E C,,(W,). Then a = 1 and a = 1. Thus, vi, u2, uj generate three 
superregular orbits. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
7. THE EXTRA-SPECIAL CASE 
THEOREM 7.1. Let B Q AB where A is nilpotent and (I A I,[ B I) = 1. Let 
U be a primitive k[AB] module (not necessarily faithful), where k is a Fnite 
field such that char k,j’(Al. Suppose B/C,(U) is cyclic. Let A, <A. Then A 
has a regular* orbit on V = UI,, 1’. 
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ProoJ Suppose A has three regular* orbits on U. Then A, clearly has at 
least three regular* orbits on U. Then by Corollary 4.4 A has at least three 
regular* orbits on I’= U],, IA. Thus, we may assume that A does not have 
three regular* orbits on U and so by Theorem 2.4, U, A/C,(U), B/C,(U), k 
are one of the tabulated exceptions of that theorem. 
Case 1. Assume C,(U)<<;I,. 
Let x, = 1, x2 ,..., x, be a transversal for A, in A. Then V = UI,, IA = 
1ou+x,ou+ . ..+x.@U.SinceC,(U)<A,,wehaveC,,,(V)=C,(U). 
Suppose A JC,(U) has a regular orbit on U. Let u be a generator. Set 
v=l@u.Supposeau=uwhereaEA.ThenaEA,andl@au=l@uso 
a E C,,(U) = C,(V). Thus, A has a regular* orbit on V. 
Suppose Al/C,(U) does not have a regular orbit on U. Then neither does 
A/C,(U). Then by Remark 2.6, U- GF(r’)+, r= 2” - 1, k = GF(r) and 
A/C,(U) 4 ((T) GF(r2)X. N ow A ,/C,(U) acts on U as a proper subgroup of 
A/C,(U). Since A, does not have a regular* orbit on U, A, has at least two 
orbits on U and by Remark 2.6, A,/C,(U) contains an element x 
corresponding to a fourth root of 1 in GF(r2)X. Note that a(x) = --x. Let 
i E U correspond to 1 E GE’(r2)+. Let u E V not in the A, orbit of f. 
(Recall that x, is the second element of the transversal.) Now ox2 = aa for 
some arE kX. If aa # u, set u = v. If aa = u, then aa = a(axu) = 
a(x) U(W) = o(x) aa = -xu # XV. Then set u = xu. In both cases u is not 
in the A, orbit of i and c?‘(u) = aa # u. The element 1 @i + x2 0 
u E UIA = V generates a regular A/C,(V) orbit. For suppose a E A and 
a(1 @ i + x2 @ u) = 1 @ i + x2 0 u. Since i and u are in different orbits we 
must have a E A,. Then we must also have ax* E A,. Thus, 
Then ui = i and ax% = u, Since ui = i, a acts on U like 1 or o. If a acted 
like (J we would have u = a% = ox% = uau # u, a contradiction. Hence a 
must act like 1 on U, i.e., u E C,(U) = C,(V). Thus, 1 @i + x2 @ u 
generates a regular A/C,(V) orbit on V = U], , IA. 
Case 2. Assume [C,(U) A, : A, ] is divisible by an odd prime p. 
Choose B < C,(U) A, so that A, 4 B of index p. Choose y E C,(U)p , . 
Then w= UIJ= 10 u+yo u+ ... +yPP’@ u. Since CA ,(U) = 
A, n C,(U) = A, f-7 C,(U) a B, we have C,(w) = C,,(U). 
Suppose ] U( = 2. Then k = GF(2) and IA I is odd. Let u E U#. Set 
W, = 1 @ u and w2 = 1 @ u + y @ u. These clearly generate different B 
orbits. Suppose a E B and uwi = wi. Since p > 3, we must have a E A, = 
C,,(U) = C,(W). Thus, B has two regular* orbits on IV. By Corollary 4.5, A 
has at least two regular* orbits on I’= IVIA. 
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Assume 1 UI > 2. Suppose A, has a regular* orbit on U. Let u be a 
generator. Let VELF, vfu. Let wi=l@u, w,=l@u+y@u and w3= 
1 @ u + y @ 24 + y2 @ u. Clearly w,, w,, w3 generate different B orbits. Let 
uEB. Suppose uw,=w,. Then aEA, and a(l@u)=l@au=l@u, so 
a E C,,(U) = C,,(U) = C,(w). Similarly if uw2 = w2, then a EA, and 
a E C,,(U) = C,( IV). Suppose uw, = w3. If p > 3, a E A, and as before 
UU=U so uEC,~(U)=C,(W). Supposep=3 and u&A,. Now u=y’u,, 
where a, EA, and i= 1 or 2, so 
10u+yOu+y20v=yiu,(10u + you + YOU) 
=y’(l~u,u+y~u~u+y*~uy’v) 
=yi(l~u,u+y~a,u+y2~u,v). 
(Recall that (y) < C,(U).) Then we obtain y* 0 u = y* 0 a, ZJ and either 
~~@u=y@u,u or 1@u=1@y3u,u=1@u,u as i=l,2, respectively. 
Then a, u = v and u, u = u and u = U, a contradiction. Thus, uw, = w3 
implies a E A, and as before u E C,(w). Thus, wl, w2, w3 generate three 
regular* B orbits on W. 
Suppose A, does not have a regular* orbit on U. Then by Remark 2.6, 
U N GF(r*) +, k = GF(r), r = 2” - 1 and A [/C,,(U) C% (a j GF(r2)X. Let 
i E U correspond to 1 E GF(r*) and let u E U correspond to a primitive 
r*-1 root of 1. Set wl=l@ity@u, w,=l@ity*@u and 
w,=1@i+y@i$~*@~.LetuEB.Supposeuw,=w2.Thenp=3and 
a =~*a,, a, EA,. Then 
Hence u,i=u and u,u=i so ufi=i and a:=1 or u. But u is not a 
square so uf = 1 and a, is an involution or 1. Since a, i = u and 1 u I= r* - 1, 
u,#fl. Then u,=oa where aEGF(r2)X and lallr+ 1. This gives u,i= 
aai = u(a). But u(a) has order dividing r t 1 and so is not a primitive r* - 1 
root of 1. Then u,i = u is impossible. Thus, wl, w2 are in different orbits. 
Clearly, We is in a third orbit. 
LetuEA. Supposeuwi=wiwherei=1,2.ThenaEA, and 
i~i+~i~~=~(i~it~~~~)=i~~i+~i~~yi~ 
= i&it$mfd, 
since y E C,(U). Thus, i = uf and au = u. Since ui = i, a acts like 1 or u. 
But U(U) # U, so a must act like 1, i.e., a E C,,(U) = C,(W). Thus, wl, w2 
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generate regular* B orbits on W. Suppose uw3 = wj and a @A,. Then 
a=y’a,, a,EA, and l<i<p. As above, we obtain p=3, a,i=i and 
a, I= u. This is clearly impossible. Then a E A I and we obtain ui = i and 
au = u. As before, this implies a E C,,(U) = C,(w). Thus, w3 generates a 
third regular* B orbit on W. 
Thus, in the case when / UI > 2, B has three regular* orbits on W = UI,, lB. 
Then by Corollary 4.4, A has three regular* orbits on V = I!$, IA = UI, , lR IA. 
Case 3. Assume [C,(U).4 1: A ,] = 2” for some n > 1. 
Choose B < C,(U) A, so that A, u B of index 2. Let y E C,(U)\A , . Set 
W=U[,,lB=lOU+y@U. Then C,,(U)=C,(U)nA,aB so C,(W)= 
C,,(U). Also, by Lemma 3.2, B acts on W as a subgroup of xf x B = 
2: x z,. 
Suppose that A, has one regular* orbit on U and that there are two 
elements of v# not in this orbit. Let u generate a regular orbit and let U, , Us 
be two elements of u# not in the A 1 orbit of U. Set w, = 1 @ u + y @ u, , 
w,=l~u+y~v,andw,=1~u.SupposeuEBanduwi=wj.Sinceu,, 
v,arenotintheA,orbitofuwemusthaveuEA,.Then l@uu=l@u 
and a E C,,(U) = C,(w). Thus, w,, w2, w3 generate three regular* B orbits 
on W and by Corollary 4.4, A has three regular* orbits on V= WIA. 
By inspecting the table of exceptions of Theorem 2.4 we see that we may 
assume we have one of the following situations. For otherwise a proper 
subgroup A, of A (as in the table of Theorem 2.4) would have the orbit 
structure hypothesized above. 
(7.2) k u, A/C,(U) are given by one of exceptions (1 1 ), (12) or 
(16) of Theorem 2.4 and A = C,(U) A 1, except in exception (11) when 
rm - 1 = 2, in which case [A : C,(U) A,] = 2 is possible. 
(7.3) k, U, A/C,(U) are given by one of exceptions (13) or (14) of 
Theorem 2.4 and [A: C,(U) A I ] = 2ef where f is odd and e = 0 if we are in 
exception (14) and e = 0, 1 if we are in exception (13). 
Assume (7.2) and A = C,(U)A,. Now in exception (ll), (12) and (16) of 
Theorem 2.4 U is isomorphic to a field of odd characteristic (IA I is even) 
and both 1, -1 E U generate regular A/C,(U) = A/C,,(U) orbits (possibly 
the same orbit). Set u,=l@l, u,=l@-1, and u=l@l+ 
y@ -1 E W= UI,f= 1 @ U+y@ U. By Lemma 3.2, B acts on Was a 
subgroup of xf x B = xf x Z,. Clearly u, , u2, u generate distinct regular 
8 = Z, orbits, U, , uz generate regular zf x ri orbits, and u is not in the 
xf x& orbit of u,, u2. Then by Lemma 4.12, A has a regular* orbit on 
UIA, IA. 
Assume (7.2) and [A: C,(U)A,] = 2. Then we are in exception 11 of 
Theorem 2.4 and U= GF(3) so xf = 1. Let u,, u2, u be as above. In this 
case u,, u2 generate different regular &’ x 8, = 1 x B, orbits. Then by 
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Lemma 4.12, A 1 C,(U) has two regular* orbits on UjA1 IAICA(U) and by 
Corollary 4.3, A has a regular* orbit on UI,,IA = UIAIIAICJU)la. 
Assume (7.3) and that [A: C,(U) A 1] =f is odd. Now U = GF(r*)+, 
r= 2”- 1 and A,/C,,(U)-A,C,(U)/C,(U)~A/C,(U)C--l (~)GF(I*)‘, 
(a) the Galois group of GJ’(r*). Let i, u E U correspond to 1 and a primitive 
r2-1 rootof 1,respectively.Setu,=1@i+y@u,u2=l@i+y0 -u, 
and L’= l@iE W=UI,,lB= l@U+y@U. Clearly ul, u2, u generate 
different regular B = Z, orbits. Also u is clearly not in the Af X B orbit of 
u,, u2. Further, u 1, u2 generate regular A”: x B orbits. For suppose 
ath,=u,, aEKf, 6EB=Z,. Assume d#l. Then we have l@f+ 
y@u=a6(1 @ity@u)= 1 @au fy@ai. Hence au=i and ai=u, so 
a*i = i and a* = 1 or CJ. Now u is not a square so a2 = 1. But all involutions 
of (a) GF(r2)X are of the form -1 or au where Ia/ divides (I* - 1)/2. Thus, 
u = ai = -i or aui = a which is impossible since I uI = rz - 1. Then we 
must havefi=l.Inthiscasewehave l@ity@u=a6(1@i+~@u)= 
1 @ ai + y @ au. Hence ai = i, so a = 1 or u. But u(u) # u, so a = 1. Thus, 
u, generates a regular orbit. Similarly u2 generates a regular orbit since -u is 
a primitive r* - 1 root of 1. Then by Lemma 4.12, A 1 C,4(U) has a regular* 
orbit on U/, , /41c~(‘) and, by Lemma 4.6, A has a regular* orbit on U/,4II” = 
A ,(‘,(Ci) ‘4 %,I I. 
Assume (7.3) and that [A : C,(U) A ,] = 2 .f, f odd. Then we are in 
exception (13) of Theorem 2.4. Let S = 0,((u) GF(r2)X) = (u, a), a a 
primitive 2(r + 1) root of 1. Now 2, =,4,/C,,(U) is one of D x E, Q x E, 
C x E where D = (a, a2), Q = ( ua, a*), C = (a) are respectively the maximal 
dihedral, quaternion, and cyclic subgroups of S and E = @I) is cyclic of odd 
order. 
Suppose z,=DxE. AS above, let u,=l@ity@u, u,=l@it 
JJ @ -u and u = 1 @i, u a primitive r* - 1 root of 1. Then ul, u2, u 
generate distinct regular B = Z, orbits, u, , u2 generate regular xt X B orbits 
and v is not in the $ x B orbit of u, or u2. Suppose a6u, = u2 for some 
aEXf, 6d=z,. Suppose 6# I. Then u2= 1 @ity@ -u= 
a6(1~itl~u)=a(1~uty~i)=l~au+~~ai. Hence ai=-u. 
In particular, a = -u or -uu is a primitive r* - 1 root of unity. But 
A, = D x E does not contain any elements of these forms. Thus, we must 
have 6=1. Then u,=l@ify@ -u=au,=l@ai+y@au. Hence 
ai = i, so that a = 1 or u, and au =-u. But u(u) = ur # -u and lu = 
uf-u. Thus, u,, u, generate distinct regular $ x J? orbits. Then by 
Lemfna 4.12, A, C,(U) has two regular* orbits on UI,, lalCA(L’). 
Suppose 2, is one of Q X E or C X E. Let u E U be a primitive r* - 1 root 
of 1 as before. Set ul=l@ity@u, u2=l@i+y@uz, and 
v = 1 0 i E W = UI, I IB. Recall that B acts on W as a subgroup of Xf x B = 
Xf X Z,. Clearly u,, u2, v are in different B orbits and v is not in the 
$ X B orbit of u,, u2. As above, u1 generates a regular &’ x B orbit. I 
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show that u z generates a second regular xt x 4 orbit. For suppose 
a6u2=ui, i= 1 or 2. If 62 1, we have l@i+y@u’=a&l@i+ 
y @ u’) = 10 uu* + y @ ai. Hence ai = ui and au* = i. If i = 2, we obtain 
a*i=i so a* = 1 and a = 1 or a = -1, the unique involution of Q x E and 
CxE. Since i#ui=ai, a#l. Then a=-1 and u*=af=-f, a 
contradiction. If i = 1, we have ai = u, so a = u or uo and i = au* = u3 or 
uo(u*) = u2r+ ‘. But ]u]=r*-1 and 3#r*-1 and 2r+1#r2-1 so 
i#au*. Thus, 6=1, and 1~ity~ui=a(l~i+y~u2)=1~ait 
y@au*,soai=iandau*=u’.Nowforboth~,=QxEand~,=CXE, 
i generates a regular orbit. Then a = 1 and au* = u* = ui so i = 2. Thus u,, 
u2 generate distinct regular xf x B orbits. Then by Lemma 4.12, A, C,(U) 
again has two regular* orbits on U], I (alcA(a). 
Thus, when (7.3) holds and [A:C,(U)A,]=2 .f, A,C,(U) has two 
regular* orbits on U],, 1 AIC~(ui). Since A is nilpotent we may choose a group 
A,<,4 such that A,C,(U)UAO of index 2. Then [A:A,]=fis odd. Now 
by Corollary 4.3, A, has a regular* orbit on U],, iA0 = U],, ]A’CA(C’)]Ao and, by 
Lemma 4.6, A has a regular* orbit on U],, IA = U],I IAoIA. This concludes case 
3 and the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let B Q AB where A is nilpoternt and (]A ], ]B 1) = 1. Let 
k be a Jnite j7eld such that char kl;lAI and V a faithful, irreducible k[AB] 
module. Suppose V = UIAB, where U is a primitive k[A,B,] module, A, <A, 
and B,$ B. Suppose B,/C,&U) is cyclic. Then A has at least three regular 
orbits on V. 
Proof: Let W= UIA@. By Lemma 4.10, wlAo = UIAOBIAo = 
CL 1 ~lc,,~x,~ I Ao, where the xiVs are appropriately chosen double (A,,, A,B) 
coset representatives in AB. Further, we may let xi = 1. Let 
s = ii I cAo(xi) < Aol and T= {i]C,(XJ=A,,}. Since x,= 1, 1 E Tfa. Set 
Ws = Ciss Ulc,,, cxi) IA0 and 
Clearly, WIAO = “w, 0 W,. 
Wr = Cisr uIcAo(xi) IA0 = Cie, u/Ao = I TI X UIA,,. 
Suppose S # 0. Let j E S. Then by Theorem 7.1, A, has a regular* orbit 
on U]c,,(Xjj]Ao and, by Lemma 4.8, A, has a regular* orbit on W, = 
CicS uIC,o(xi~ IA”. Let w be a generator. Now CAO( Ws) < CAo(U/C,,j(,,j ]“[I) < 
CAo(U) = CAo( W,), so CAo( W) = CAO( Ws). Thus, w generates a regular* orbit 
of A, on W. Let u E W,. Then CAo(u t w) = C,“(w) = CAO( W), so u + w  also 
generates a regular* A,, orbit on W. Thus, A, has at least I W, ] > I U] 
regular* orbits on W. Suppose /U] > 3. Then A, has three regular* orbits on 
W and, by Corollary 4.4, A has at least three regular orbits on VI, = WIA. 
Suppose I U/ = 2. Then U is the trivial A,B, module. Then V = UIAB contains 
the trivial AB module. But V is irreducible and dim, V = [B: B,] dim, W > 1. 
Thus, I UI = 2 cannot happen. 
Suppose S = 0. Then CAo(xi) = A, for all i and t, the number of double 
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(A,,A,B,) cosets, is [B:B,]>2. Also, W=Cf=, U/C,,~si~~Ao=tX VIA02 
U 0 U. Suppose A 0 has a regular* orbit on U. Let u be a generator. Then the 
elements (u, 0), (0, u), (u, U) E U@ U< W clearly generate three regular* 
orbits of A, on W. Hence, by Corollary 4.4, A has three regular orbits on 
VI, E wy. 
Suppose A, does not have a regular orbit on U. Since U is primitive, by 
Remark 2.6, U E c’ = GF(q*)‘, k = GF(q), q = 2” - 1, a prime and 
& = A,/C,,( U) 4 cY’(k/k) = (u) k ‘, (a) the Galois group of k. Let i, 
X E U correspond to 1, x E f, x a fourth root of 1. Now IA 1 is even so 
t = [B: B,] is odd, i.e., t > 3. Then U@ U@ U < W. Consider the three 
elements (i, X, 0), (i, 0, X), and (0, i X) E U@ U@ U< W. Clearly these 
generate different A, orbits in W. Let a E x0 and suppose a(i, X, 0) = 
(i, x, 0). Now a(i, x, 0) = (ai, ~2, 0) = (i, x, 0) SO ai = i and ax = x. 
Now only 1, u fix i so a = 1 or a = u. But u(2) = -X. Then a = 1. Thus, 
(i, X, 0) generates a regular* orbit. Similarly (i, 0, X), (0, i, 2) generate 
regular* orbits. Hence A, has three regular* orbits on W and, by Corollary 
4.4, A has three regular orbits on V/,A = WIA. 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume 1 # R 4 AR where R is an extra-special r- 
group, r a prime, and A is nilpotent. Suppose (IA 1, I R ]) = 1, Z(R) < Z(AR) 
and R/Z(R) is a faithful, irreducible A module. Let V be a faithful, 
irreducible k [AR ] module, k a finite field such that char k % IAR I. Then A has 
at least three super-regular orbits on V unless IA ] = 3, IR I = 8 and k is 
GF(5) or GF(7). In these cases A has two super-regular orbits on V (and 
hence three ordinary regular orbits). Further, if r # 2 #char k, we may 
choose generators v, , v >, v3 for these orbits which satisfy (*). 
Proof Step 1. We may assume k is a splitting field for V so that k 
contains an rth root of 1 and Z(R) acts on V via scalar multiplication. Also, 
VI, is homogeneous. 
Let k = Hom,,,,,(V, V), a finite division ring and hence a field [6, 24.91. 
The hypotheses of the theorem hold for AR, k, V and the conclusion there 
clearly implies the conclusion for AR, k, V. Thus, we may assume k = k. 
Since Z(R) < Z(AR), Z(R) acts on V as elements of HomLIARl(V, V) = k, 
that is, as scalar multiplication. Then k contains an rth root of unity. From 
these two facts it follows that k is also a splitting field for R and VI, is 
homogeneous [8, 5.5.4, 5.5.5; 10, 9.151 since R is extra-special. 
Now VIZ,@ is homogeneous. Let 2 be the character of an irreducible 
submodule. Theorem 6.1 guarantees the existence of the module V,(AR). 
Step 2. V rr. U @ V,(AR) where U is an AR/R N A module. 
This is an immediate consequence of [S, 51.71. 
Step 3. V,(AR) = W@ (V,(A,R,)I@AR) where W is a one-dimensional 
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AR/R module such that W@ W is the trivial module, Z(R) <A, R, <AR, 
R ,/Z(R) is a minimal A, module and V,(A, R i) is the A, R, module 
described in Theorem 6.1. Further VA(AR)],, N W @ ( Vh(A, R 1)], , Im). 
Let R= R/Z(R). This is a symplectic GF(r) space with form (given by the 
commutator) fixed by A. By Corollary 6.9 there is a subgroup A, of A and a 
minimal A, module R, = RI/Z(R) such that R= F]“. This is a form 
induction, so [x- ‘R ix, R ,] = 1 for all x & A,. The result now follows 
immediately from [4, 5.181. 
Step 4. Conclusion. 
By steps 2 and 3, VI,- (U@ W)@ (V,(A,R,)I,j]S’). Let K= 
A,/C,,(R,)=A,/C,,(V,(A,R,)). Suppose A, <A. If A, has three super- 
regular orbits on V,(A, R,), then by Lemmas 4.16 and 5.9, A has three 
super-regular orbits on V. Suppose A, does not have three super-regular 
orbits on VA(A I R ,). Then by Theorem 6.19, ]A, I = 3, 1 R , I = 8 (so (*) is of 
no concern), k = GF(5) or GF(7), and V, IX1 has character pa, - l,, . Now by 
Lemma 5.4, A is a 3-group. Hence we may choose B Q A such that A, u B 
of index 3. Let B= B/ker p, where I$: B -+ A, - B = 2, - Z, is the map of 
Lemma 3.3. Now B acts on VA(A i R i)lA, I@’ as a subgroup of A, - Z, acting 
on VkWh) (3). By Lemma 4.17, A, - Z, has three super-regular orbits on 
this module. Hence B has three super-regular orbits on V,(A , R ,)I, I /@’ (and 
so B is faithful on this module). Now by Lemma 4.16, A has three super- 
regular orbits on V. 
Suppose A,=A. Then R,=R and C,,(R,)=C,(R)= 1 soA,=A,=A. 
The desired result now follows immediately from Lemmas 6.19 and 5.9. 
THEOREM 7.6. Suppose R a AR where 1 # R is an extra-special r- 
group, A is a nilpotent group and (] A ] , I R ]) = 1. Let k be a finite jield such 
that char k,/‘AR ] . Suppose V is a faithful, irreducible k(AR ] module. Then A 
has at least three regular orbits on Vf 
Proof: Let V, k, AR be a counterexample minimizing ]AR I + dim, V. 
Step 1. V is not induced from an A,R module, A,, < 4. Thus if 
v1: UIAR, U an A,R, module, R, <R, we must have A,, = A. 
Assume V N UIAR, U an A,R module with A, <A. Let n = [A: A,] and 
A,R = A,R/C,&J). By Lemma 3.1, AR 6 A,R -A, where a < S” is a 
homomorphic image of A. Suppose C,(U) > 1. Then Z(R) < C,,(U) and a 
Sylow r-subgroup of A,R -a is abelian. Since R +A,R -a, this is 
impossible. Thus, C,(U) = 1 and R= R is extra-special. Then U, x, R 
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Now (A,] < ]A (, so by induction A< 
has at least three regular orbits on U. Then by Corollary 4.4, A has at least 
three regular orbits on V], = UA,]*. 
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Step 2. Z(R) < Z(AR). 
Let A,R = C,,(Z(R)) 4 AR. Then V],, is homogeneous. Let U be an 
irreducible A,R submodule. The hypotheses of the theorem applky to U, A,, 
R. Assume A,, <A. Then r is odd since [A: A,] divides r - 1. By induction 
A,, has three regular orbits on U and by Lemma 5.13, A has three regular 
orbits on I’. Thus A, = A and Z(R) < Z(AR). 
Step 3. k is a splitting field for V and contains an rth root of 1. 
Let k = Hom,,,,,(V, I’), a finite division ring and hence a field [6, 24.91. 
Now Z(R) acts on V as elements of k. Then k contains an rth root of 1. 
Also V is a &[AR] module. If & # k, then dim-, V < dim, V and, by induction 
applied to I’, A, R and f;, A has three regular orbits on l? Thus, k = k and k 
contains an rth root of 1. 
Step 4. V is primitive. 
Assume not. Then V 1 UIAR, U a primitive A,R, module, A,R, <AR. By 
step 1, A,,= A. Let AR,=AR,/C,Ro(U). Suppose B char R,, B abelian. 
Since U is primitive, UI, is homogeneous and B is cyclic. Then by [8, 5.4.91, 
E0 = i?Y C is the central product of an extra-special subgroup ,? and a 
cyclic subgroup C. (Since exp & < r2, C cannot be semi-dihedral, dihedral, 
or quaternion of order at least 16.) By step 3, Z(R) acts on V, hence on U, 
as scalar multiplication. Then Z(R) 4 CRo(U). Now C= Z(&) char c,, so C 
is A invariant. Also Q,(C) = Z(R) is centralized by A. Since (IA 1, ICI) = 1, 
by [S, 5.3.101, A centralizes C. 
Suppose z0 is not cyclic. By Lemma 5.1 we may choose E so that K0 = -- 
EY C, with ,?? A invariant. Now AE a AR,, so Ulz is homogeneous. Let W 
be an irreducible submodule. The hypotheses apply to W, A, i? SO by 
induction, x has three regular orbits on W and hence on U. Then by Lemma 
4.11, A has three regular orbits on V. 
Suppose E,, is cyclic, Then by Theorem 7.4, (with A = “A”, A = “Ao”, 
R = “B”, R, = ccB,,“, U = “U”, V = “V’), A has three regular orbits on V. 
Step 5. R/Z(R) is an irreducible A module. 
Assume not. Then R/Z(R) = i? = 2,; R2 with Z(R) < R, U AR, i = 1,2. 
Suppose B char R,, B abelian. Then B a AR so VI, is homogeneous and B 
is cyclic. Hence by [8, 5.4.91, Ri = Qi Y Ci is the central product of an extra- 
special group Qi and a cyclic group Ci. (Since exp Ri < r2, Ci cannot be 
semidihedral, dihedral, or quaternion of order at least 16.) 
Assume Ri is non-cyclic, i = 1 or 2. Let 1 # Q = Qi, an extra-special 
group. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume Q is A invariant. Since Z(R) ,< Q, 
Q u AR and V(, is homogeneous. Let VIAQ = V, + V, + . . . + V,, the Vi’s 
481/72/l 7 
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irreducible A Q modules. The hypotheses hold for Vi, A/C, ( Vi), Q. Then by 
induction, A/C,(V,) has three regular orbits on Ui. Then by Lemma 4.8, A 
has three regular orbits on V. 
Assume R, , R, are both cyclic. Then both R , , R, have order r2 and R is 
extra-special of order r3. If r is odd, either exp R = r or R,(R) is a non-cyclic 
characteristic abelian subgroup of R. But neither of these can happen here. 
Then r = 2 and A centralizes both Ii= F 4 & = R/Z(R) and Z(R). Then 
[A, R] = 1 and so AR, 4 AR. Then VI,,, is homogeneous. Let U be an 
irreducible submodule. Suppose N a AR,. Then N = (A n N)(R , n N). 
Since R i is cyclic of order 4, R, n N is one of 1, Z(R), or R,. In any case 
R,nNaR. Since [A,R]= 1, we then have N=(AnN)(R,nN)aAR. 
Then VI, is homogeneous and so UI, is homogeneous. Thus, U, A, R, satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4. Since 1 R , I = 4, none of the exceptional cases 
can occur and A must have at least three regular orbits on U and hence on 
I’. This concludes step 5. 
Recall that VI,(,, is homogeneous and k contains an rth root of 1. Let 1 
be the linear character of an irreducible submodule of I&,, . Then we have 
Step 6. V = U@ V,(A/C,(R) . R), where U is an AR/R 1: A module. 
Further U is irreducible and primitive. 
Since VI, is homogeneous, that V N U 0 V,(A/C,(R) . R) where U is an 
AR/R 2: A module follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 and [5, 5 1.71. 
Since V is irreducible, U must be irreducible. Also, by [5, 44.31 if U is 
induced, then V is induced. Then U is a primitive AR/R ‘v A module. 
Step 7. A/C,(U) d oes not have a regular orbit on U. 
Suppose that A/C,(U) has a regular orbit on U. Let u be a generator. 
Now Theorem 7.5 applies to the module Vn = V,(A/C,(R) . R). 
Suppose A/C,(R) has three super-regular orbits on VA. Let u,, u2, uj be 
generators. Consider the elements u @ u,, n @ u2, u @ u3 E V. Let a E A and 
suppose a(u @ vi) = u @ uj. Then au @ au, = u 0 uj and for some a E kX we 
have uu = au and au, = a-‘vi. Since u,, v2, u3 generate three super-regular 
A/C,(R) orbits, we have i=j, a E C,(R) and a = 1. Then au = u and 
u E C,(U). Then a E C,(U)n C,(R) = C,(U)n C,(V,) < C,(V) = 1. Thus 
a= 1 and so u@u,, u@ u2, and u 0 u3 generate three regular A orbits on 
V. 
Suppose A/C,(R) does not have three super-regular orbits on V,. Then by 
Theorem 7.5, IA/C,(R)] = 3, IR I = 8 and k = GF(5) or GF(7) and A/C,(R) 
has two super-regular orbits on VA. Let u, , u2 be generators. Consider the 
elements u @ u, , u @ u2, and -u @ u, = u @ (-u,). As above, these generate 
regular A orbits and the orbit of u @ v2 is distinct from the orbits of u @ u, 
and -u@u,. Recall that (IAI,IRI)=l. Since lRl=8, thegroup, hasodd 
order. Then -1 is not an eigenvalue for any element of A and the elements 
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u @ vi and --u @ ui generate distinct orbits. Thus, u @ u, , --u 0 v, and 
u @ v2 generate three regular A orbits on V = U 0 VA. 
Step 8. The theorem is true. 
Now U is a primitive A/C,(U) module on which A/C,(U) has no regular 
orbits. Then by Remark 2.6 the structure of U is as follows: 
U = &+ = GF(q2)+, k = Wq), q=2”- 1, a>2 
and A/C,(U) c=+ 7 = (6) GF(q’)‘, where (a) = y(f+), 
with jA/C,(U)l even. 
Let B=A/C,(R). Then ZXB acts on V=U@V, by (t,b)u@v= 
tu@bv,wheretE3,bEB,uEUandvEV,.ClearlyA actsonVasa 
subgroup of 3’ x B. I show that 3 x B has three regular orbits on V, from 
which it immediately follows that A has at least three regular orbits. 
Let f, 2 E U correspond to the elements 1, x E k, x a fourth root of unity. 
Then i, .F form a k basis for U. Also, every element of 3’ can be written in 
the form a + px or (a +/3x) u, where a, j3 E k. Now (a +/Ix) 3 = -pi t aff 
and (a t /Ix) 02 = /?i - al Thus for every t E 3’ we have 
ti=aitpY and t2 = &(-pi t ax) 
wherea,j?,sEkands=fl. 
By Theorem 7.5 we may choose v,, v2, u3 E V, which generate three 
super-regular B = A/C,(R) orbits satisfying (*), since r, char k are odd. 
(Recall 2lIAl.) I show that the elements w,=iOv,+3@v,, w2= 
i @ v2 + 20 u3 and wj = i @ vi + Z@ u3 of V generate three regular 
3 x B orbits. 
Let (t,b-‘)E3 XB and suppose (&b-l) w,= w,. Then (t, 1) w,= 
(1, b) w, and we have 
(1, wi 0 vi t x0 vj) = (t, i)(i 0 vk t 20 uI), 
iObvit~Obvi=tiOv,ft~Ov, 
= (ai t p-f) 0 uk t &(-pi + ~22) 0 uI, 
iObvit~Obvj=iO(av,-PEvI)+~OCOVk+aEUI) 
for some a, /I, E E k, E = f 1. Thus, (t, 6-l) w, = w, implies 
bvi = auk -Pm, and bvj = pv, + a&v,. 
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Now ~1, ~2, u3 satisfy (*) so one of a, /I is zero. Since u,, u2, uj generate 
super-regular orbits, we have b = 1 and we have either 
or 
vi = Uk and vj= v, so i=k and j=l 
vi = VI and uj = vk SO i=l and j=k. 
But i@u,+f@uj is one of w,, w2, wj and in all cases i <j. Similarly 
k < 1. Then i = 1 and j = k is impossible. Thus, vi = ZJ~ and uk = v,. Thus, 
w,=w,.Alsowehave~=O,a=land~=l.Thentl=iandr~=~.The 
only elements 2 fixing 1 arre 1 and u. But a(x) = -x. Then t = 1. Thus, 
(t-‘,b)w,=w, implies n=m and t=l, b=l. Then w,, w2, w3 generate 
three regular J’ X B orbits and so generate three regular A orbits. 
8. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume G 4 AG, where G is a solvable group, A is 
nilpotent and (]A], ]G])= 1. Let k be a finite field such that charkk]A]. 
Suppose V is a faithful, primitive k[AG] module. Then A has at least three 
regular orbits on V# unless G is cyclic and k, V, A, G(=B) are one of the 
tabulated exceptions of Theorem 2.4. 
Proof: Assume AG, k, V is a counterexample. 
Step 1. F(G) is cyclic. 
Let F = F(G) > 1 and p] IF], p a prime. Let P E Syl,(F). Suppose 
Q char P, Q abelian. Then Q 4 G, so VI, is homogeneous. Since V is a 
faithful module, Q must be cyclic. Then by [8, 5.4.91, P = R YE is the 
central product of an extra-special group R and a group E which is either 
cyclic or is semidihedral, dihedral, or quaternion of order at least 16. 
Assume P is not cyclic. If P # E, then, by Lemma 5.1, P contains an A 
invariant extra-special subgroup R *, where Z(R*) = Z(P) char P. If P = E is 
non-cyclic, then [A, P] = 1 since Aut(P) is a 2-group and A has odd order. 
Then P contains an extra-special subgroup, R*, normalized by A such that 
Z(R*) = Z(P) char P. In either case Z(R*) char P char AG, so Z(R*) CI AG 
and VIzc,,, is homogeneous. Hence R* is faithful on all the irreducible 
submodules of VI,,, . 
Consider VI,,, = V, + V, + . . . + V,, a sum of irreducible submodules. 
Now Theorem 7.6 applies to AR*/C,,*(Vi) = AR*/C,(Vi). Then A/C,(V,) 
has at least three regular orbits on Vi. Then by Lemma 4.8, A has at least 
3’ > 3 regular orbits on V, a contradiction. Thus, P must be cyclic. Since p 
was arbitrary, all Sylow subgroups of F(G) are cyclic and so F(G) is cyclic. 
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Step 2. F(G)= G. 
Assume that F(G)% G. Let F = F(G). Now AG/C,(F) F =AG/C,&F) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut F [S, 6.1.31, an abelian group, and so is 
abelian. Thus, [A, G] < C,(F) Fn G = F and AF a AG. Then VI,, is 
homogeneous. Let U be an irreducible submodule. Now U 2: WjAF where W 
is a primitive AoFo module, A, <A, F, <F. 
Assume F, < F. Then by Theorem 7.4, A,, has three regular* orbits on 
WI .40F and A has three regular* orbits on UZ WIAOFIAF and hence on V, 
contradicting our assumption. Thus, F, = F and W is an A,F module. Since 
VI,, is homogeneous and faithful, C,( IV) = 1. 
Suppose 1 FI is not a prime. Then W, A,/CAo(W) and F are one of the 
exceptional cases 13 or 14 of Theorem 2.4. Hence F acts on W via scalar 
multiplication. Since VI,. is homogeneous, F must act on V via scalar 
multiplication. Then F < Z(AG) and G < C,(F(G)) <F(G), contradicting 
the assumption that F(G) < G. Hence I FI =p, a prime. Then 
IAG/C,(F) FI Ip - 1. Also AG splits over F(G), a normal Hall subgroup [S, 
6.2.11. Then there is a Hall complement B < AG to F. We may choose B so 
that A,<B. Let H-BnG. Then HQB=AH, G=HF and HnF=l. 
Also 1 HI lp - 1 and C,(F) = 1. Since IFI is prime, AH/C,,(F) = AH/C,(F) 
is abelian (in fact, cyclic). Then [A, H] < C,(F(G)) n H = 1. 
Suppose N 4 AF. Then N = (A n N)(F n N) and we see that N (1 AG = 
AHF since Fn Nchar F 4 AG and [A n N, H] = 1. Hence VI, is 
homogeneous and so UI, is homogeneous also. Thus, Theorem 2.4 applies to 
U, A and F. Since A does not have three regular orbits on U, we must have 
one of the tabulated exceptions of Theorem 2.4. 
RecallthatG=HFwithH#l, [H,F]#l,IHIIp-I and(]H],]AI)=l, 
and that F does not act as scalar multiplication on U (since otherwise we 
would have F < Z(AG) and F = G). In exceptions (11) through (17) of 
Theorem 2.4, F is acting as scalar multiplication. In exceptions (5) through 
(10) and (18) through (20), IFI - 1 = 4 or 2 so H would be a 2-group. But 
in these cases 2 / IA I and (1 HI, IA I) = 1. So this cannot happen. Then U, A 
and F must be as in case 3 or 4. In each of these cases A has a regular orbit 
on u#. Let u be agenerator. Suppose VIAF = m x U with m > 1. Then the 
element (u, 0 ,..., 0), (0, u, 0 ,..., 0) and (u, U, 0 ,..., 0) of VI, = U @ U @ .*a @ U 
clearly generate three regular A orbits. Thus, VI,, is irreducible. 
Since V, A, F are as in the one of exceptions (3) or (4) we have 
V = GF(q3)+ with q = 2 or 4, IFI = 7, F Q GF(q3)“, and A is a 3-group, 
A = (0) A, where A, E Syl, GF(q3)X and (a) = g(GF(q3)/GF(q)), the 
Galois group. Now 1 # I HI divides IFI - 1 = 7 - 1 = 6 and (IHI, IAI) = 1. 
Then I HI = 2. Also, H normalizes F and centralizes A, so H normalizes 
A,F=GF(q3)X. Now [ 1, 2.51 applies to V and AG (with G =AG, 
M = A 1F), so AG = AFH is isomorphic to a subgroup of GF(q3)x . 
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.Y(GF(q3)/GF(2)). If q = 2, this group has order 7 . 3 which is odd. Then 
q = 4 and this group has order 7 . 6. But any involution in this group 
centralizes F ‘v GF(8)‘. Then we must have H = 1 and G = F(G). 
Step 3. Conclusion. 
G = F(G) is now cyclic and so Theorem 2.4 applies to V, A, G giving the 
desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose G 4 AG where G is a solvable group, A is 
nilpotent and (1 A I,1 G I) = 1. Let k be a field such that char kl( 1 A 1. Let V be 
a faithful, irreducible k[AG] module. Then A has a regular orbit on v# 
unless 
(1) A is a 2-group and either 
(a) k = GF(3) or GF(9) and 1 # G is an elementary abelian 5- 
group, 
(b) k = GF(5) and 1 # G is an elementary abelian 3-group, or 
(c) k is a subJield of GF(r”‘) where rm = 2” + 1, some m, a, G = 1 
and A contains a cyclic group of order 2”- I, 
(2) k = GF(r), r = 2” - 1, A contains a cyclic group of order 2”, 
O,(A) acts on V as scalar multiplication, G is abelian and exp G ] (r - 1)/2 
(G = 1 is possible), or 
(3) k is a subfield of GF(2m) where 2” - 1 =p, a Mersenne prime, A 
is a p-group and G = 1. 
In exceptions (1) and (2), A involves Z, N Z, and, in exception (3) A 
involves Z, N Z, . 
ProoJ Assume A, G, k, V give a counterexample to the theorem. In 
particular, A does not have a regular orbit on V. 
Step 1. k is a finite field. 
Assume k is incite. Let U, = (U E V / av = v) = C,(a), for a E A#. Since V 
is a faithful AG module each U, < V. Then by Lemma 5.3, Vf UacA# U,, 
i.e., there is a v E V such that u @ U, = C,,(a) for any a E A#. Thus, au = v 
implies a = 1 and v generates a regular A orbit, a contradiction. Thus, k is a 
finite field. 
Now Vr UIAG, where U is a primitive k[A,G,] module, A, <A, G, < G. 
Suppose A, has three regular* orbits on v#. Then by Lemma 4.11, A has at 
least three regular orbits on V = U( AG. Then A,, does not have three regular* 
orbits on U and by Theorem 8.1 U, A,G$C,,O(U), k must be one of the 
tabulated exceptions of Theorem 2.4. Thus we have 
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Step 2. V2: tJIAG, U a primitive A, G, module where U, A,/CAO(U), 
Go/CGo(U), k are one of tabulated exceptions of Theorem 2.4. In particular, 
G,/CGo(U) is cyclic. 
Step 3. G, = G and G/C,(U) is cyclic. 
Suppose G, < G. Since Go/CGo(U) is cyclic, by Theorem 7.4, A has a 
regular orbit on V (in fact at least three). Thus, G = G,. 
Now V= UIAG where U is a primitive A,G module. Also, A, does not 
have three regular* orbits on U, so U, A,G/CAoG(U) are one of the tabulated 
exceptions of Theorem 2.4. 
Step 4. 21 IAdCA,,(U)I* 
Suppose 14-,/CAo(u)l is odd. Then U, Ao/CAo(U), G/C,(U) are one of the 
tabulated exceptions (3), (4), (1 1), or (12). Assume we are in one of 
exceptions (3), (4), or (12). Then A,, has two regular* orbits on U. If IA 1 is 
odd, then by Corollary 4.5, A has two regular orbits on V. If IAl is even, 
then, since A is nilpotent, 21 [A: A,,] and we may choose C < A such that 
A,, 4 C of index 2. By Lemma 4.6, C has a regular* orbit on W= UIAoIc. 
Now I C/C,( W involves at least two primes so, by Corollary 4.7, A has a 
regular orbit on V= UIAo IA = UIAOICIA, contradicting the assumption that A 
has no regular orbit on V. 
Thus, we may assume that we are in exception (11). Then 
IA,/C,,(U)( = 2” - 1 and k < GF(2m) and G/C,(U) = 1. If IAo/CA,(U)I is 
not a prime power, then, by Corollary 4.7, A has a regular orbit on V, a 
contradiction. Then 2” - 1 = IAo/C,o(U)l =p” for some prime p and number 
n. It is well known that this implies n = 1, so 2” - 1 =p is a prime. Suppose 
[A : A,] is not a power of p. Then we may choose C < A such that A, 4 C of 
prime index q fp. By Lemma 4.6, C has a regular orbit on W= UIAoIc. Now 
I C/C,(W) involves two primes (p and q) so, by Corollary 4.7, A has a 
regular orbit on V = WIA, a contradiction. Thus, [A: A,,] is a p power. Since 
IA,/CAo(U)( =p and A is nilpotent, it follows that A is a p = 2” - 1 group. 
By (4, 4.2~1, A must involve Z, - Z,. Recall that k < GF(2”‘) and 
G/C,(U)= 1. Now by Lemma 3.1, AG+ (A,G/CAoG(U))-a. Since 
(/A /, I G]) = 1 and n(AoG/CAoG(U)) = n(A), we must have G I= 1. Thus, A, G, 
k are as in exception (3) of the theorem, contradicting the asumption that A, 
G, k, V give a counterexample. 
Step 5. Assume A, has a regular* orbit on U. Then A is a 2-group. 
Suppose A is not a 2-group. Since A is nilpotent, either IA,,/CA,(U)l or 
[A: A,,] is not a 2-power. Suppose lA,/CAo(U)I is not a 2-power. Then 
IAo/CAo(U)I involves at least two primes. Then by Corollary 4.7, A has a 
regular orbit on VI, = UIA. Thus, IA,/CAO(U)~ is a 2-power. 
Suppose [A: A,] is not a 2-power. Let p I [A: A,,], p an odd prime. Let 
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C < A be such that A, 4 C of index p. By Lemma 4.6, C has a regular* orbit 
on W= U]‘. Now ] C/C,(w)] involves two primes (p and 2) so by Corollary 
4.7, A has a regular orbit on V], = U/‘IA = WIA. Thus, [A : A,] must be a 2- 
power and so A is a 2-group. 
Notice that this eliminates the exceptions (3), (4) and (15) through (20) of 
Theorem 2.4 since in these lA,/C,o(U)I (= “/AI”) is not a 2-power. 
Step 6. Assume A,, does not have a regular* orbit on U. Then [A: A,] is 
a 2-power. 
Suppose [A: A,] is not a 2-power. Let p / [A: A,,], p an odd prime. Choose 
C <A be such that A, 4 C of index p. Let y E C\p, be of p-power order. 
Set W=UIc=l@U+y@U+ - .. + yp-’ @ U. Since A,, does not have a 
regular* orbit on U, k, U, A,G/C,o,(U) are one of exceptions (13) or (14) of 
Theorem 2.4. Then k = GF(r), r = 2” - 1, U- GF(r*)+ and A,,/C,o(U) 4 
(0) GW2)X, u the automorphism of GF(r’) of order 2. 
Choose i, u E U to correspond to 1 and an element of GF(r*)\GF(r), 
respectively. Set w = 1 @ u t y @ i + ... t yp-’ 0 i. Let x E C and suppose 
xw=w. Assume x@A,. Then ~=a-‘yk where aEA, and O#k<p- 1. 
Now w = a-‘ykw implies aw = ykw. Then 
iOau+y~~yi+...+yP-~~~~yp-'i 
=yk(lOU+yOi+...+yp-lOi). (8.3) 
Since p > 3, for some I we have y’ @ aY'i equal to either y’ @ i or y’ @ ypi 
so aY’i = i or yPi. Write a = cb where b E &(A,,), c E O,,(A,). Since ] y 1 is 
odd and A is nilpotent by’ = b and aY’i = cY’bi = i or ypi and bi = cpy’i or 
c-y’ypi. Since (bj is a 2-power and ]cPy’l, ]c-“y”] are odd we must have 
bi=i. Then b acts on U (5GF(r’)+) like 1 or 0. By (8.3) 1 @au = 
1 @ypi. SO yPi=au and u=a-'yPi=b-*c-'ypi, NOW Ic-'ypi is odd SO 
c-‘ypi E GF(r) since r = 2” - 1. Also b-l acts like 1 or u, so b- ‘c- 'yPi = 
c-‘ypf. Thus, u is an element of GF(r), a contradiction to the choice of u. 
Thus, xw = w for x E C implies x E A,. 
Then l~~+y~i+...+~P-l~i=l~~~+~~~Yi+...+yP-~ 
ox . Y”m’i Write x = bc, b E O,(A,), c E O,,(A,) as before. For all i, 0 # i < 
p - I, we have y’ @ i = yi @ xyii so i = xy’i = bcy’i. Then cyi must act like 
1 on Uand b must act like 1 or u. Now 1 @u= 1 @xu so u=xu=bcu= 
cbu and bu = c- ‘u = au for some a E GF(r)X, 1 a I odd. Suppose b acts like u 
on U. Then au = bu = u(u)= ur and ur-’ = a with Ial odd. Then 
u(‘~‘)‘* E GF(r). Since (r - 1)/2 is odd and [GF(rZ)X: GF(r)X] = 2a is a 2- 
power, we must have u E GF(r), a contradiction. Thus, b must act like 1 on 
U, then u = bcu = cu and c must act like 1 on U. We now have xw = w 
implies x E A, and xyi = bcyi acts like 1 on U for all i, 0 < i <p - 1, i.e., 
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x E C&u’ @ U) for all i. But (-):I,’ C&J’ @ v) = C,(w). Thus, w  generates 
a regular* C orbit on W. Now 1 C/C,(W)l involves at least two primes (2 
and p), so by Corollary 4.7, A has a regular orbit on VJ, = WIA. Thus, 
[A: A,] must be a 2-power. 
Step 7. A, does not have a regular* orbit on U. 
Suppose it does. By step 5, A is a 2-group. Then U, k, Ao/CAo(U) must be 
one of exceptions (5) through (12) of Theorem 2.4 and in exceptions (11) 
and (I 2) we must have r”’ - 1 = 2” for some a. Write A,G = AoG/C,JU). 
Now G= G/C,(U) is cyclic of order n, some n. Then both G” = (g” 1 g E G> 
and G’ are contained in C,(U). But both G” and G’ are normal in AG. Then 
G”G’ < t-LA C,(U)a = C,(V) = 1. Hence G is abelian with exp G = exp G. 
In exceptions (5) through (8) of Theorem 2.4, k < G&‘(9) and 
/G/C,(U) = 5. Then 1 # G is an elementary abelian 5-group. Thus, these 
cases give rise to exception (la). In exceptions (9) and (IO), k = GF(5) and 
IG/C,(U)l = 3. Then 1 # G is an elementary abelian 3-group. Thus, these 
cases give rise to exception (lb). In exceptions (11) and (12), k is a subfield 
of GF(r”‘). Here IA,/C,o(U)j is r”’ - 1 or (I”’ - 1)/2 which must be a 2- 
power since A is a 2-group. Then rm - 1 = 2” for some a, and rm = 2a + 1. 
Also A,/C,o(U) is cyclic of order at least (rm - 1)/2 so 2”-’ ] exp A. Further, 
IG/C,(U)/ = 1, so G = 1. (IG/C,(U)I = 2 is impossible since (1 A I, ) GJ) = 1,) 
Thus, exceptions (11) and (12) lead to exception (1~). By [4,4.2c], A must 
involve Z, N Z,. 
Step 8. The theorem holds. 
Now U, k, A,G/C,&J) must be one of exceptions (13) or (14) of 
Theorem 2.4. Then k = GF(r), r = 2” - 1, U z Gl;(r*)+ and A,G = 
A,G/C,,(U) C, (u) GF(r2)X, 0 the automorphism of GF(r*) of order 2. 
Notice that ) Gl) (r - 1)/2 and that 0,(&J acts on U as scalar 
multiplication. As in step 7, G is abelian with exp G= exp G, so 
expGj(r- 1)/2. 
By step 6, [A: A,] is a 2-power and so a transversal T = ( 1 =yl, y?,..., y,} 
for A, in A can be chosen so that ] yi] is a 2-power for all yi E T. Now Y = 
10 u+y,g U-f- a*- +y,@U.LetaEO,,(A).ThenuEA,and[a,y,]==l 
for all yi E T since A is nilpotent. Now a(-,,) acts on U as multiplication 
by some scalar, say a. Then 
a(lOu,+y,Ou,+...+y,Ou,) 
= 1 @au, +y,@au,+ .‘a +y,@au” 
=lOau,+y,Oau,+...+y,Oau, 
=a(lOu,+y*Ou,+...+y,Ou,). 
Thus, a E O,,(A) acts on V as scalar multiplication. 
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Also, in these cases x0 involves Z, - Z, and so A does, too. Thus k, A, G 
are as in exception (2). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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